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This thesis examines spatial aspects of recent economic development in China. Since 
the late 1978, the Chinese government has initiated a series of reform policies to move 
China towards a market economy. Economic reform has not only brought about rapid 
economic growth but has also led to profound impact on economic geography in China. 
Under these reform policies, labor and capital have become more mobile and more 
responsive to market incentives. Industries have agglomerated more along the coastal 
areas, and regional disparity between Chinese provinces has been increasing. This 
study is to investigate the trends in China’s regional development and the underlying 
driving forces by adopting the framework of urban economics and new economic 
geography (NEG).  Urban economics focuses on how Marshallian external economies 
of scale operate at the industry level, providing incentives for firms to concentrate 
geographically. New economic geography (NEG) looks at how trade and factor 
mobility interact with internal scale of economies at the firm level, leading to spatial 
equilibrium. The dissertation is divided into three parts to examine regional 
specialization, industrial concentration, and regional divergence in China during its 
transition period.  
Chapter 1 examines the evolution in regional specialization. Using industrial GDP 
data at the provincial level the analysis focuses on how the interplay between market 
size, local demand expansion, and external trade linkage shapes regional industry 
structure. An innovation of this chapter is the investigation of the impact of regional 
integration and localism on the dynamics of regional specialization.  
Chapter 2 investigates the determinants of industrial concentration. Using data on 
China’s manufacturing industries this chapter looks at whether increasing returns and 
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external economies are important in determining geographic concentration of 
industries. The contribution of this analysis is to extend the existing literature on 
economic agglomeration by examining how the process of market development 
influences the change in industrial concentration. 
Chapter 3 examines how agglomeration forces affect regional divergence. There are 
two aspects of industry mobility. One is industry life cycle process, and the other is 
the increase in industrial concentration. This chapter decomposes industry mobility 
into two parts, mean reversion and the change in industrial concentration, which 
reflect the aforementioned two agglomeration forces, respectively. Then it 
investigates how these two components of industry mobility affect regional 
development in China during its transition period. Moving beyond the conventional 
view that the regional development is determined by external factors in the context of 
economic reform in China (market liberalization or globalization), this analysis 
presents the evidence that agglomeration forces in NEG can lead to the endogenous 
change in regional growth.  
This dissertation confirms the important role of agglomeration forces in shaping these 
aspects of recent economic development in China. Decreasing localism and increasing 
regional integration has enabled agglomeration forces to have a fuller impact on 
regional specialization and industrial concentration. Although the forces of 
concentration contributed to the widening regional disparity, the research findings 
suggest that the growth in the coastal regions in China will spread to the interior 
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The dissertation is a study of regional economic development in China during its 
transition towards a market economy. The focus of this research is to document the 
uneven industrial development patterns across regions in China, and then investigate 
the forces that drive the trends in regional specialization, industrial concentration, and 
regional divergence. Evidence is drawn from published data sources for 
manufacturing industries in China over the period of 1980-2005.  
There are two motivations for this study. The first motivation for this dissertation is 
China’s economic reform process concerning the transition from central planning to a 
market economy. China’s economic reform experiences have attracted much attention 
in economic literature1. On the one hand, economic reform processes have brought 
about rapid growth in China’s economy by allowing market forces to be operative and 
by integrating into international trade. At the same time, they have led to great 
changes in China’s economic geography by adjusting the way individuals and firms 
organize production and trade. On the other hand, different from radical reform in 
Eastern Europe, China’s economic reform has been developed in an incremental way. 
Trade barriers, and the whole planning structure, were dismantled incrementally. The 
uneven path of reform process has created the distortions that might derail the market 
development. Thus a question of economic efficiency arises: has China’s economic 
performance improved since the end of the 1970s as a result of the economic reform? 
Specifically, there are two concerns: one is the widening economic divergence across 
regions, and the other the fragmentation of the domestic market. To address them, this 
                                                     




research examines spatial aspects of economic development in China. A study of how 
regions and industries respond to a gradual transition can provide insights into how 
economic reform processes have unleashed impacts on the spatial organization of 
economic activities. 
The second motivation is the renewed academic interest in the spatial issues of 
economic development2. Industrial activities could develop unevenly across space, 
and growth will be higher in those regions that experience industrial agglomeration. 
The uneven regional development has been investigated by early theories of economic 
development. They provide a variety of mechanisms in which market forces result in 
regional inequality. These include ‘circular and cumulative causation’ in Myrdal 
(1957), and ’forward and backward linkage’ in Hirschman (1958). Recently the 
literature on urban economics and new economic geography (NEG) has also been 
concerned with the localization of economic growth. They highlight the incentives for 
industries to concentrate spatially. As suggested by the urban economics literature, 
firms or industries tend to locate near each other to exploit agglomeration economies, 
including localization economies at the industrial level and urbanization economies at 
the city level. According to the new economic geography (NEG) literature, the 
interaction of increasing returns, transport costs and factor mobility creates demand 
linkages, providing the incentives for industries to concentrate spatially. Motivated by 
these theories, this research investigates the evolution of China’s economic geography 
during its transition to a market economy. China’s experience of the regional 
economic development also offers a good opportunity to examine these theoretical 
hypotheses.  
                                                     
2 See Fujita et al. (1999). 
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This dissertation aims to account for the trends in China’s regional specialization and 
industrial concentration. It examines the role of geography, internal and external 
economies of scale, and inter-industry linkages in shaping regional patterns of 
industrial structure and, hence, economic development. In particular, it focuses on 
how economic reform has influenced China’s economic geography. Three basic 
aspects of China’s economic development are examined. The first one is the trends in 
regional economic specialization, focusing on the relationship between industry 
specialization and regional economic growth. The second aspect is the evolution in 
industrial concentration, looking at the long-run determinants of the concentration 
with particular attention to the institutional features of China’s regional development. 
The last aspect is regional disparity, shedding light on how agglomeration forces lead 
to endogenous uneven regional development.    
This dissertation focuses on the manufacturing industries at the provincial level for 
two reasons. First, manufacturing is important for the regional development as China 
has shifted from an agricultural to an industrial economy. Manufacturing is a major 
concern for every provincial government in China, and the uneven distribution of 
manufacturing activities is one of the important causes of regional disparity. Second, 
most of the ‘footloose’ manufacturing activities are concentrated in the coastal 
regions in China (Wen 2004). The locations of footloose industries are not bound by 
the need for natural resources but are subject to economies of scale. They are likely to 
be viable once they move towards new areas. Therefore, a study on the evolution of 
the spatial distribution of manufacturing activities can enhance the understanding of 
how the changes in market conditions affect the dynamics of China’s regional 
economic development. This research examines the two-digit manufacturing 
industries in China and a total of 23 sectors are included. China’s Standard Industrial 
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Classification (CSIC) has changed several times since 1949. Due to inconsistency in 
reporting methods, the raw data from published sources are categorized into 23 two-
digit manufacturing sectors based on International Standard Industrial Classification 
(ISIC) 3(see Appended Table A1). 
This research chooses the province as the geographical unit of analysis for two 
reasons. Firstly, the provincial border in China is determined by administration 
boundary and natural condition, which meets the homogeneity principle and the 
functional integration principle defined by Kim (1995). Secondly, the province is 
huge in size but the long sample data in China’s public statistics are only available at 
the provincial level. 28 provinces are included in this analysis (See Appendix І). Tibet 
is removed because of inadequate data. Hainan gained the status of a province in 
1988, and its data is aggregated into the Guangdong province. The city of Chongqing 
was designated a provincial level city in 1996, and its data is aggregated into Sichuan 
province from 1997.  
This study covers the reform period between 1980 and 2005. This period not only 
reflects the latest trend, but also reflects the process of market liberalization, 
decentralization, and globalization in China. The dissertation employs a database from 
a variety of published data sources. This database contains two sets of data: one is the 
industry-level data for 23 two-digit manufacturing industries for 1980, 1985, and 
1988-2005; the other is the regional economic data for 28 provinces over the period of 
1980-2005. The data source is presented in Appendix І.  
 
                                                     
3 Nicita and Olarreaga (2007) provide statistical criteria for the 3-digit level industries in 
International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC), Revision 2.  
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Economic reform, industrial concentration and regional development 
China’s reform experience provides a unique opportunity to shed light on issues of the 
evolution of uneven industry development across regions. Since the late 1970s, China 
has initiated a series of economic reform policies. China’s economic transition has 
been characterized by gradual transformation into a market system, intensified 
decentralization of power from central to local government, and increasing integration 
into the world economy. These processes have reshaped China’s economic geography 
associated with the spatial distribution of industries.  
Market liberalization and industrial location 
Previous studies of the spatial distribution of industries mainly focus on developed 
economies, such as U.S. and European countries. These researches have paid special 
attention to the impact of regional integration and trade liberalization on industrial 
location (Krugman 1991b, Kim 1995, Hanson 1998, Puga 2002, Breinlich 2006 ). 
Under market economies, three streams of literature explain the theoretical reasons of 
the agglomeration of industries spatially: traditional location theories, urban 
economics and new economic geography (NEG). According to traditional location 
theory, industrial location depends on the existence of exogenous endowment, such as 
labor and natural resources (Weber 1909). The material-oriented industries tend to 
locate near the source of raw materials, while labor-oriented industries are likely to 
locate where labor costs are low or skills are available. Traditional location theories 
also emphasize the role of market size in determining the location of industries. The 
central place theory by Christaller(1933) argues that the interaction between 
economies of scale and transport costs of goods leads industries to cluster in a 
hierarchy of cities to serve their market areas. The larger markets tend to host a larger 
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share of imperfectly competitive sectors whereas the smaller is like to concentrate one 
or two specialized industries. Reduction in trade barriers allows industries to locate in 
regions with comparative advantage.  
Urban economics focus on the economic forces that cause firms to locate close to one 
another in clusters 4 . According to literature on urban economics, the spatial 
concentration of industries arises from external economies: input sharing, labor 
pooling, and knowledge spillovers. Krugman (1991b) formalizes these three sources 
of industrial localization. First, production is subject to economies of scale. In many 
cases, firms need to be located near the producer of intermediate goods because they 
need to consistently modify the quantity demanded. In some cases, the intermediate 
product needs specific and unique modifications that require face to face interaction. 
If many firms share these services (and pay for the underlying costs) they can bring 
down per unit cost.  This creates an impact of economies of scale on the input 
provider and reduces their costs. Second, firms concentrate in order to exploit a 
flexible and specialized local labor markets. A denser labor market can provide a 
better match between workers and firms. Better matching skill reduces required 
training on the job, resulting in higher net wages for workers. The higher net wage 
attracts workers to concentrate. The labor market pooling can also create risk sharing. 
A cluster of firms facilitates the deployment of labor due to lowering searching and 
moving costs. Facing uncertain demand, an individual firm can hire more workers 
during the good times and fewer workers during the bad periods. In a cluster, 
unsuccessful firms can transfer workers to successful ones. Thus, the total demand for 
                                                     
4 In their excellent survey paper, Duranton and Puga (2004) highlight each of Marshall’s sources of 
industrial agglomeration in three different theoretical mechanisms: sharing, matching and learning.  In 
the same handbook, Rosenthal and Strange (2004) summarize the empirical evidence for industrial 
agglomeration economies. They provide compelling evidence for Marshall’s three sources of industrial 




labor in the cluster is constant, and so is the equilibrium wage. The third source of 
industrial agglomeration is knowledge spillovers, or the diffusion of ideas and 
information. The physical proximity facilitates the exchange of knowledge between 
people, leading to new ideas. These ideas can help produce new products as well as 
new ways to produce old products. Industrial concentration may contribute to the fast 
flow of information between individuals of the same industry.  The market integration 
within an economy can reduce the trade costs and allows external economies to play a 
greater role in generating industrial localization.  
According to the theories on new economic geography (NEG), the industrial 
concentration is driven by the interaction of transport costs, factor mobility and the 
firm-level scale of economies. Demand linkages provide incentives for industries to 
locate close to consumers, while intra-industry linkages generate incentives for 
consumers to locate near to suppliers (Krugman 1991a, Krugman and Venables 1995). 
Due to the demand and intra-industry linkage, the region with larger demand has a 
proportionately larger share of manufacturing production. The NEG theories highlight 
the trade-induced agglomeration process. When trade costs are high, manufacturing is 
evenly split between regions (Firms serve their local market). If trade costs become 
lower, demand linkages lead to the agglomeration of activities. Regions with initial 
scale advantages in manufacturing sectors would attract more manufacturing firms 
and thus reinforce their advantages in those sectors. When the trade costs are zero, the 
factor price differences tend to disappear and the share of manufacturing sector for 
each region goes back to the original level. Thus, the domestic market integration can 
create the dynamics of the spatial distribution of industrial activities. 
Institutionally, China has unleashed economic reform to transform itself from the 
central-planned system towards a market-oriented economy. During the central 
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planning period, the distribution of resources and investment across regions was 
determined by the central government. Production location decisions were subject to 
the government’s social, political and military considerations. Batisse(2002) found 
that the national government played a dominated role in the evolution of China’s 
industrial localization during the central planning period through its direct investment, 
fiscal transfers, regulation of resources allocation and policies. The self-sufficient 
policy and the third front policies had moved industrial enclave towards the remote 
and interior regions (Kim and Knaap 2001). As the economic reform goes deeper, 
market forces and competition are introduced into China’s economy, and have played 
a more important role in resource allocation. On one hand, the government policy 
ceased to systematically redistribute industrial investment toward poorer provinces. 
On the other hand, the market price has been dominated all of the transactions for 
industrial goods. The firms face increasingly fierce competition and their locations are 
followed by comparative advantage and close to suppliers or consumers. The 
introduction of market forces in China has brought about changes on the distribution 
of industries in China by allowing firms to operate in response to market incentives. 
The coastal regions in China were first introduced market economy and has benefited 
most from economic reform process. Over the past three decades, the industries were 
likely to shift towards the coastal regions which have good access to international 
trade and the stock of skills (Fujita and Hu 2001, Catin et al. 2005). 
Fiscal decentralization, localism, and industrial location 
One of the key processes of China’s economic reform is fiscal decentralization. By 
fiscal decentralization, fiscal power has shifted from central to local government. 
China has experienced two sequential processes of fiscal decentralization. At the 
beginning, fiscal decentralization took the reform of tax contracting between central 
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and provincial government (known as ‘Fiscal Responsibility System’5), and later in 
1994 the tax reform was introduced (known as ‘Tax Sharing System’ 6).The two 
rounds of reforms have significantly changed China’s fiscal landscape including the 
relationship between central and local governments and the relationship between state 
and non-state sector. More importantly, fiscal decentralization has enhanced the 
importance of local budget constraints. Hardening local budget constraints by the 
fiscal reforms forces the local governments to promote business development, such as 
promoting non-state economy and launching reforms on less efficient state-owned 
enterprises (SOEs) (Jin et al. 2005). On the other side, fiscal decentralization has also 
led to interregional competition for markets and materials. These provided local 
governments with incentives to protect local business and profitable industries from 
fierce competition by building a variety of trade barriers across regions (Young 2000). 
The localism caused by fiscal decentralization has led to the fragmentation of 
domestic market and the distortions of regional production away from patterns of 
comparative advantage. It is found that the localism has served as the centrifugal force 
for Chinese industries and unleashed a negative effect on industrial concentration 
(Young 2000, Bai et al. 2004, Poncet 2003).         
 Globalization and industrial location 
Literature has argued that foreign direct investment and trade reinforce the spatial 
concentration of industrial activities (Storper et al. 2002). Hanson (1998) finds that 
trade policy has a strong effects on industrial growth for Mexico regional industries: 
                                                     
5  The Fiscal Responsibility System (FRS) is a contracting system, where the central government 
allowed provincial governments to retain part of the tax revenues remaining after the remittance of a 
fixed sum to the central government for a certain period of time.  
6Under the Tax Sharing System (TSS), ‘local revenue’ has been redefined as revenues from local taxes 
and the local portion of the shared taxes. The major local taxes are the income taxes from all enterprise 
other than the central government enterprise, business tax from the shares of sales of services, and 
personal income tax. The most important shared tax is the Value Added tax (VAT), of which 25% 
belong to the provincial government (Jin et al. 2005).   
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industries in regions near to United States have experienced rapider employment 
growth after the Mexico took the trade liberalization policy. Since the end of the 
1970s, China has developed opening up policy to integrate itself into the world 
economy. This opening up initially was limited to southern provinces (Guangdong 
and Fujian), then gradually extended to its whole coastal and inland regions as well. 
The opening up process consists of attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) and 
promoting foreign trade. In terms of international trade, it began relatively slowly in 
the 1980s after the relaxation of complex controls on import and export, and 
accelerated in the 1990s with border trade reforms including significant tariff 
reductions. As a consequence, the imports and exports have increased rapidly at the 
national and provincial levels over the past decades (Gao 2004). To attract FDI, the 
first Special Economic Zones (SEZs) were established in four cities (Shenzhen, 
Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen) in 1980. Then China has further opened both its coastal 
regions and inland regions to attract FDI. As large amounts of FDI are received, 
China has become one of the top FDI recipients in the world in recent years (Amiti 
and Javorick 2008). Recent literature argues that the development of the export 
sectors and the inflow of FDI have contributed to China’s rapid economic growth by 
impacting on capital formation, productive efficiency, and job creation (Naughton 
1996, Mody and Wang 1997).  However, the distribution of export and FDI is not 
even across regions and most of them concentrated in the coastal areas (Fujita and Hu 
2001). The opening up process has offer industries with incentives to locate in the 
coastal regions with better access to international trade and technology (Gao 2004, 





Summaries   
The processes of market liberalization, fiscal decentralization, and globalization, have 
introduced market forces and competition into China’s economy. However, the 
economic reform in China has been undertaken in a gradual way. As a result, these 
influential external forces have brought about the extraordinary economic growth but 
the growth is restricted to the coast regions. They have also led to the reduction in 
interregional trade costs but the uneven path of economic reform has not created a 
fully unified domestic market in China. To evaluate economic reform process in 
China and its consequent economic performance, this thesis attempts to provide a 
systematic investigation of how these reform processes has reshaped China’s 
economic geography associated with regional specialization, industrial concentration, 
and industry mobility. 
   
The outline of this dissertation 
The body of this dissertation contains four parts. Chapter 1 examines the evolution in 
regional specialization. The analysis focuses on how the interplay between market 
size, local demand expansion, and external trade linkage shapes regional industry 
structure. This chapter also investigates the impact of regional integration and 
localism on the dynamics of regional specialization.  
Chapter 2 investigates the determinants of industrial concentration. By using data on 
China’s manufacturing industries this chapter looks at whether increasing returns and 
external economies are important in determining geographic concentration of 
12 
 
industries. It extends the extant literature on agglomeration by examining how the 
process of market development influences the change in industrial concentration. 
Chapter 3 examines how agglomeration forces lead to endogenous regional 
divergence. Two aspects of agglomeration forces relating to NEG are considered, 
industry life cycle process and the increasing industrial concentration. This chapter 
decomposes industry mobility into two parts, mean reversion and the change in 
industrial concentration, which reflect the aforementioned two agglomeration forces, 
respectively. Then this analysis investigates how these two components of industry 
mobility affect regional development in China during its transition period.  
The last section is the conclusion. The contribution and the limitation of this 











Chapter 1  
Regional specialization and economic development 
 
 
1.1  Introduction 
This chapter examines regional economic specialization in China. Economic growth 
often involves structural transformation. An important feature of this transformation is 
the change in the composition of industry activities. The trade and growth literature 
has shed light on the link between economic growth, trade openness, and sectoral 
concentration. In a recent paper, Imbs and Wacziarg (2003) study the evolution of 
concentration and specialization patterns, demonstrating that regions often go through 
increasing diversification followed by increasing specialization as the local income 
rises. They proposed that resource allocation among sectors in the economy responds 
endogenously to international trade and economic growth. However, they focus 
mostly on documentation rather than on quantifying the driving forces of the change 
in sectoral concentration. The contribution of this chapter lies in an attempt to 
quantify the effects of the fundamentals and the institution features of economic 
development on regional specialization using China’s data during its transition period.    
The existing theories have discussed the fundamentals of regional specialization: local 
demand, regional market size, and external trade linkage. The internal market 
development in terms of the expanding local demand and regional market size might 
diversify industrial productions through scale effect, whereas the increase in external 
trade linkage allows specialization through comparative advantage and increasing 
returns. Thus, it is proposed that the evolution of economic specialization is a result of 
the interaction of these two sets of forces and the magnitude depends on which 
dominates. Industrial diversification in a region increases when the first two forces 
14 
 
dominate, and specialization if the last prevails. Using data in China over its transition 
period of 1980-2005, this paper assesses the respective importance of these forces in 
shaping regional economic specialization.  
Before the economic reform was adopted, it was essentially a closed economy with an 
underdeveloped transport system. Significant interregional trade costs led each region 
to develop its industry base to serve the local market. After the market liberalization 
and opening up polices were adopted, the individuals and firms have began to 
organize the resources in response to market forces. The policy change has reduced 
trade costs in a significant way. On the other hand, the incremental reform in China 
has been found to give rise to distortions, such as localism (Kumar 1994, Young 2000, 
and Bai et al. 2004). Under the decentralization process, local governments or local 
officials have strong desires to invest in local industries to expand their local revenue 
base and raise their political profile. They seek to protect their local key industries 
from interregional competition. Their anti-market localism behaviours have led to 
fragmentation of the domestic market, imposing trading costs across regions and 
discouraging regional specialization. Therefore, it is of great significance to examine 
the effects of institutional features of economic development on China’s economic 
geography. 
This research constructs a data set of 23 two-digit industries in 28 Chinese regions 
over the period of 1980-2005, which is more disaggregated than those used by Young 
(2000), and covers a longer time period than those by Naughton(2003) and Bai et al. 
(2004). It finds that economic reform has led to the change in structural 
transformation across regions in China. It also identifies a few robust channels in 
which the interaction of the relevant factors leads to the evolution of regional 
specialization as the economy develops. The internal market development associated 
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with increasing local demand and expanding regional market size is found to provide 
regions with incentives to diversify industrial structure, whereas trade linkage with 
other regions is found to contribute to the rise in regional specialization. The analysis 
further examines the impacts of institutional features of economic development. It 
finds the positive impact of decreasing localism and increasing spatial integration on 
interregional trade and thus the evolution in regional economic specialization.    
This research has several goals. In the first place, it documents the evolution of 
regional specialization and regional differences in the composition of manufacturing 
sectors in China over the period of 1980-2005. Then, it attempts to account for 
regional variations in economic specialization by testing the effects of fundamentals 
on a region’s incentives to diversify or specialize. Finally, it investigates the impact of 
institutional features of economic development on regional specialization with 
particular attention to localism.  It is organized as follows. Section 1.2 discusses the 
measurement of regional specialization and its trends in China.  Section 1.3 presents 
the fundamentals of regional specialization, and constructs the variables for them. 
Section 1.4 provides the empirical analysis. Section 1.5 concludes.  
 
1.2   Regional specialization trends in China 1980-2005 
1.2.1 Measuring regional specialization 
The index of regional specialization used in the thesis is similar to that one proposed 
by Krugman (1991b). The specialization index (denoted by S୧,୲) is calculated for each 
region in the relevant years as follows. Let GDP୧,୲୩  denote the value added of 
manufacturing sector k in region i in year t , and GDP୧,୲M the total manufacturing value 
added. The index measures the distance between the vector of sector value added 
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M  , and the vector of average sector value added 
shares in the region other than  i within the same economy: 













୩ୀଵ  , (1.1) 
where I is the number of sectors and J is the number of regions within an economy. 
Different from the index in Krugman (1991b), this index reflects how the composition 
of manufacturing in region i differs from the composition of other regions within the 
economy. This index has a nice property that it can be comparable across different 
locations if these locations differ greatly in size. The literature has proposed spatial 
Gini coefficient to measure regional specialization (Bai et al. 2008). The implied null 
hypothesis is that each location should be a scaled version of the ‘average’ 
representative China’s region. Under this null hypothesis the value of Gini coefficient 
depends on the size of the region in which the industry is concentrated. Thus the Gini 
coefficient is difficult to interpret when there is great heterogeneity in regional size.   
This index can be calculated from value added data rather than from employment data 
for two reasons7. The first is that there is less published employment data for two-
digit level industries at the provincial level in China. The other is that employment 
data may suffer from the surplus labor problem that is particularly prevalent in state-
owned enterprises (SOE) 8.    
 
 
                                                     
7 For instance, the sector size is measured by employment data in Kim (1995) and Ellison and 
Glaeser (1997). 
8 See Bai et al. (2004) for a detailed description.  
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1.2.2 Facts about the trends in regional specialization  
This section documents the trends in China’s regional specialization. Krugman’s 
index is computed by using the value added data for 23 manufacturing sectors at the 
two-digit industry level across 28 provinces on the six point years since 1980 (1980, 
1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005) and the data source is documented in Appendix І. 
Then this index across regions is aggregated and plotted against time in Figure 1.1.  
The average value of Krugman’s index shows an increasing trend in regional 
specialization after a short decline at the beginning of the 1980s. The simple average 
value was 0.427 in 1980. It declined until the middle of the 1980s then began to 
increase gradually from 1985, arriving at 0.590 in 2005. The weighted average value 
reveals a similar time trend. In 1980, the weighted average value was 0.412, falling to 
0.383 in 1985m and reaching 0.586 in 2005.  
 
Figure 1.1Trends in regional specialization (on average): China, 1980-2005 
















1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005
K'Spec
Unweighted average Weighted average
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The average of this index is computed for six great regions in China: the Metropolises, 
Northeast, Coast, Center, Northwest, and Southwest 9. The data illustrates diverse 
patterns of regional specialization in China (see Figure 1.2). The Northwest is the 
most specialized with average  S୧,୲ of 0.597 in value. The Northeast and the Southwest 
are more specialized with average S୧,୲ of 0.569 and 0.562 in value, respectively. The 
provinces in the Center are the least specialized with the average value of  S୧,୲ is 0.346. 
The Metropolises and the Coast tend to be less specialized with average S୧,୲  of 0.468 
and 0.471 in value, respectively. It is evident that there are substantial variations in 
the level of industrial specialization across regions in China during its transition 
toward a market economy. The data is consistent with that in Bai et al. (2008) in 
which Hoover coefficient of regional specialization is adopted.  
 
Figure 1.2 Cross-region specialization indexes: China, 1980-2005 
Source: calculations by author.  
                                                     
9 Following Démurger et al. (2002), China is grouped into six regions as follows. The Metropolises 
include Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai. The Northeast includes Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang. The 
Coast includes Hebei, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, and Guangdong (Hainnan is included in 
Guangdong province). The Center includes Shanxi, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, and Hunan. The 
Northwest includes Inner Mongolia, Shananxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia and Xinjiang (Tibet is 
excluded due to missing data).  The Southwest includes Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, and Guangxi 
















1.3   Fundamentals of regional specialization 
1.3.1 Theories and hypotheses 
To explain the diverse specialization patterns across regions in China, several theories 
are reviewed in this section. They identify the fundamentals of regional specialization, 
which can be divided into two groups, namely, internal market development factors 
and external trade linkage forces.  
There are two internal market development fundamentals. The first one is regional 
market size. Urban economics literature has long shed light on the role of regional 
market size as an important determinant of industry location. It argues that regions 
with larger regional market size can host a greater range of industrial activities, since 
scale economies are likely to be exhausted in larger regions in size (for example, 
Christaller 1933, Henderson 1988, Fu and Hong 2008). Empirically, Holmes and 
Stevens (2004) find that specialization varies to a substantial degree with regional 
market size (measured by the concentration of population) for industries across 
metropolitan areas in U.S.. Kalemli-Ozean et al. (2003) provides the evidence that 
larger regions tend to have a lower level of regional specialization. Therefore, it is 
expected that there is a negative relationship between regional market size and the 
level of regional specialization.  
The second diversifying force is local demand expansion. The literature on 
international trade emphasizes that there is a positive relationship between local 
demand and the composition of industrial structure. Linder (1961) argues that the 
composition of local manufacturing and export might reflect majority tastes in the 
domestic market. In line with this argument, an exogenous increase in local income 
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implies an expanding diversity of goods consumed. In response to the changes in the 
structure of local demand, regions may diversify their production structure. This has 
been evidenced by Justman (1994). His paper empirically presents that there is a 
strong positive co-movement between local production and local demand for 
manufacturing industries in U.S. cities. Thus, a region with higher income is 
hypothesized to have a more diversified structure of production due to the greater 
heterogeneity of local demand.  
The impact of external trade linkage on the spatial distribution of industry activities is 
unleashed through two channels, comparative advantage and increasing returns.  A 
region could engage itself more in the production of export goods within its 
comparative advantage as the interregional trade costs decrease. On the other hand, 
the interaction between increasing returns and transport costs in the presence of 
demand externalities can lead to the concentration of an industry in a region with 
large demand (Krugman 1991a). Such industrial agglomeration might translate into 
increasing specialization within a specific economy. Therefore, it is hypothesized that 
external trade linkage might lead to the specialization.  
In summary, these theories suggest that these two fundamentals are likely to be at 
play simultaneously, and the evolution of regional specialization is a result of the 
interaction of them. Specifically, local demand expansion and regional market size are 
expected to be forces of increasing diversification, whereas external trade linkage is a 
force of increasing specialization.  
1.3.2 Measuring the fundamentals  
The variables for testing the theoretical hypotheses are described below and the 
constructions of them are presented in Appendix П.  
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A. Regional market size 
Regional market size is assumed to generate scale effects, represented by the 
concentration of population, income and human capital in a region. In this analysis, 
the regional market size, denoted as TPOP୧,୲, is measured by the total urban labor 
force for region ݅ in year ݐ9F10. The increase in total urban labour force can reflect the 
urbanization process in one region. Thus it can be used to measure market size at the 
regional level. It is expected that there is a negative link between  TPOP୧,୲ and the 
level of regional specialization.  
B. Local demand expansion 
To test the hypothesis that local demand expansion contributes to the increase in 
regional specialization, the regional urban income per capita, denoted as PWAGE୧,୲ 
(weighted by CPI index),  is used to measure the local demand. It is expected that 
there is a negative relationship between PWAGE୧,୲  and regional specialization
11.  
C. External trade linkage 
The spatial extent of external trade linkage is conditioned by the region’s access to 
other markets. The external trade linkage is computed as the weighted gains from the 
economic growth in other regions. On the one hand, demand from neighbouring 
economies plays an important role in local development, which is interpreted as 
‘market potential’ effect in Krugman (1993). The economic growth in neighbouring 
regions offers the larger demand and better access to intermediate inputs, allowing 
regions to take advantage of the input-output linkage across regions. Therefore, an 
                                                     
10 The total regional GDP can be employed to measure regional market size (Kalemli-Ozcan et al. 
2003). This thesis also takes the regional GDP as an alternative measure, but the effect of regional total 
GDP is not significant in the regression.  
11 Local income and industrial structure are always simultaneously determined, in the regional or 
international context. Using lagged income mitigates the endogenous problem. 
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increase in external demand provides regions with great incentives to gain 
interregional trade.  On the other hand, the economic interdependence between two 
regions decays as the geographic distance increases (Eaton and Tamura 1995). The 
farther away two economies, the weaker their relationship is.  
Two variables are constructed to measure the extent of external trade linkage. These 
two are closely related to the inverse of indices used by Hanson (2005). The first 
variable constructed to measure the extent of regional access to other markets is 
regional demand potential, denoted by PPWAGE୧,୲ . It reflects how the industry 
structure in a region is affected by the growing demand in other regions. The second 
one is regional market size potential, denoted byPTPOP୧,୲ , reflecting how the industry 
structure in a region is influenced by the regional market size in other regions. Both of 
these two variables are constructed by using the interregional distance as the 
weights12.According to the theoretical arguments, external trade linkage is expected to 
have a positive impact on the extent of regional specialization.  
D. Openness to the world market 
The effect of regional access to the world economy is also considered. Krugman and 
Elizondo (1996) suggest a way to study the impact of international trade on internal 
geography. Once an economy is opened up to international trade, the forward and 
backward linkages among local firms are weakened. Manufacturing firms tend to shift 
to the locations with better access to international input and product markets. As a 
result, the regional composition of industrial activates changes in response to the 
outward-oriented policy. In this analysis, regional export GDP share is used to 
                                                     
12 The interregional distance is defined as the spatial distance from province’s capital city to all other 
provinces’ capital cities. For the construction of weight, see Appendix П.  
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measure regional access to world economy, denoted as ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ 12F
13. It is expected that 
there is a positive link between regional openness and its level of regional 
specialization.   
E. The  summary statistics 
These variables are calculated using the relevant data in the dataset for this thesis. 
Summary statistics of the variables defined in this section are reported in Table 1.1.  
Table 1.1Summary statistics of the variables  
Variable Mean Max Min Std. Dev. 
S 0.493 1.222 0.209 0.191 
PWAGE 7.233 8.685 6.503 0.522 
PPWAGE 9.920 11.384 7.874 0.628 
TPOP 3.176 6.670 1.846 1.491 
PTPOP 5.919 7.911 0.543 1.235 
OPEN 0.101 0.776 0.001 0.135 
Notes: all variables are defined in section 1.3.2. 
 
1.4   Empirical analysis 
1.4.1 Estimation of the fundamentals  
Econometric methodology 
To make the best use of the available information by combining cross-sectional 
(across China’s provinces) and time-series data (over time periods), a panel data 
dynamic model is employed. The general structure of this panel data regression is as 
follows:  
 
                                                     
13The ratio of trade (both export and import) to GDP can both be employed to measure openness. This 
thesis has less information on import at the provincial level for a long sample time. Thus, the thesis the 




∆ ௜ܵ,௧ ൌ ݂ሺ ௜ܵ,௧ିଵ, ∆ ௜ܺ,௧, ௜ܺ,௧ିଵ, ε୧,୲ሻ , (1.2)  
where i stands for the province (݅ ൌ 1,… ,28), and ݐ is the point year (ݐ ൌ 1980,1985, 
1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005). In this set-up, ௜ܵ,௧ is the level of regional specialization 
for region ݅ in year ݐ. The ௜ܺ,௧ is the aggregated variables that vary across ݅ and year ݐ.  
The disturbance ε୧,୲ is modelled as: 
ߝ௜,௧ ൌ ܿ௜ ൅ ݍ௧ ൅ ݒ௜,௧ , (1. 3) 
where ݒ௜,௧ is the idiosyncratic error, ܿ௜ the regional dummies, and ݍ௧ period dummies. 
To estimate this dynamic model, several techniques are considered. The first issue is 
unobserved components. The provincial fixed effects are used to account for the 
extensive heterogeneity of regional geography. They are proved to be very significant 
and are introduced in all regressions. Period dummies are also included. They are 
used to capture the effects of nationwide macroeconomic fluctuation or the progress 
of market integration.  
The second issue is related to the econometric techniques that are employed to tackle 
various heteroscedasticity problems. In the first set of results using the pooled least 
squares (PLS) estimation, the white heteroscedasiticity consistent with standard errors 
is employed, which allows for asymptotically valid inference in the presence of 
general heteroscedasticity. The second set of results taking generalized least-squares 
(GLS) estimation is estimated by cross-sectional weighted regression.  
To disentangle the long- and short-run dynamics, the benchmark specification relies 




∆ ௜ܵ,௧ ൌ ߙ ௜ܵ,௧ିଵ ൅ ߚ  ௜ܺ,௧ିଵ ൅ ߛ∆  ௜ܺ,௧ ൅ ܿ௜ ൅ ݍ௧ ൅ ݒ௜,௧ , (1.4) 
in which   ௜ܺ,௧  includes several variables involved. The interesting feature of the 
dynamic model (1.4) is that it separates the short- and long-run effects of these 
relevant factors. Assuming stationarity of ௜ܵ,௧  and   ௜ܺ,௧ , the specification (1.4) is 
estimated by both PLS and GLS directly. The long-run effect of the relevant factors 
on regional specialization is given by ሺߚ௝ ߙൗ ሻ, ݆ ൌ 1,… ,5.  The short-run effect is 
captured by ߛ௝, ݆ ൌ 1,… ,5. 
Basic regression results 
The variables defined in section 1.3.2 are introduced into the specification (1.4) as 
explanatory ones. The dependent variable is the change in the level of regional 
specialization. Both region and period dummies are included to control for  c୧ and q୲, 
respectively. Table 1.2 illustrates the results from both PLS and GLS regressions. The 
R2 is 41.4 percent in the PLS regression and 60.2 percent in the GLS regression. The 
estimated parameters provide the long-run determinants of regional specialization. For 
both of these two sets of results, the estimates of the adjustment speed to equilibrium 
ߙଵare always negative and significant at the 1% level. This suggests a tendency of 







Table 1.2Determinants of the regional specialization  
Dependent variable: ∆ Sit 
PLS GLS 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
௜ܵ,௧ିଵ -0.482*** 3.738 -0.471*** 5.129 
log(ܱܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧ିଵ) -0.024* 1.883 -0.022*** 4.918 
log(ܹܲܣܩܧ௜,௧ିଵ) -0.195*** 3.931 -0.046 1.192 
log(ܱܲܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧ିଵ) 0.064 1.101 0.022 0.381 
log(ܹܲܲܣܩܧ௜,௧ିଵ) 0.315** 2.208 0.237*** 4.785 
ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ିଵ 0.356** 2.198 0.253*** 4.227 
∆log(ܱܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧) -0.014 0.872 -0.016 1.297 
∆log(ܹܲܣܩܧ௜,௧) -0.099 1.060 -0.089 1.315 
∆log(ܱܲܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧) 0.037 0.273 0.043 0.534 
∆log(ܹܲܲܣܩܧ௜,௧) 0.388** 2.120 0.300** 2.561 
∆ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ 0.210* 1.760 0.103 1.532 
Regional dummies YES YES 
Period dummies YES YES 
Adj R2 0.414 0.602 
Obs 140 140 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 
(PLS) and feasible generalized least-squares (GLS). *significance at 10% level; **significance at 5% 
level; ***significance at 1% level. 
 
Regional market size effect. In both of these two regressions, the effect of the long-
run elasticity given by (-ߚ
መ
ଵ
ߙොൗ ) of regional market size is always negative and 
statistically significant, and the magnitudes of the impacts are essentially identical. An 
increase of 1 standard deviation in log-regional market size reduces the specialization 
by 0.050. The results support the theoretical hypothesis that regions with larger 
regional market size tend to have lower levels of regional specialization. In terms of 
the short-run effect of regional market size, the coefficients of ∆log(ܱܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧ିଵ) are 
found to be negative but not significant in these two  regressions. 
Local demand effect. According to PLS regression result, the coefficient of the local 
demand measure, log(ܹܲܣܩܧ௜,௧ିଵ), is negative and significant. A 1 increase of log-
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urban wage income per capita leads to the fall in specialization by 0.405. For the GLS 
regression results, local demand is found to have a negative but not significant effect 
on the regional specialization. These are consistent with the hypothesis that there is a 
negative long-run relationship between local demand and the degree of regional 
specialization. The coefficient of ∆log(ܹܲܣܩܧ௜,௧ିଵ) is negative but not significant, 
implying a weak short-run effect of local demand expansion on regional 
specialization. 
External trade linkage. Two variables are used to measure external trade linkage. 
Firstly, the proxy for regional market size potential is considered. In both PLS and 
GLS regressions, the coefficients of log(PTPOP୧,୲) are positive but not significant. 
These results offer weak support to the hypothesis that trade linkage provides regions 
with incentives to specialize. The short-run positive effect of regional market size 
potential on regional specialization is also found to be weak, as indicated by the 
insignificant coefficients of ∆log(ܲTPOP୧,୲) in both regressions.  
Secondly, local demand potential is examined. The coefficients of log(PPWAGE୧,୲ିଵ) 
are positive and significant at 1% level in both regressions. In PLS regression, as the 
log-urban wage income per capita potential increases by 1 standard deviation, the 
level of specialization rises by 0.485. In GLS regression, the quantitative effect is 
relatively larger with an increase of 1 in log-urban wage income per capita potential 
leading to a 0.503 rise in the level of regional specialization. These results suggest 
that the demand potential has a long-run positive effect on regional specialization.  
The demand potential is also found to have a positive and significant effect on the 
regional specialization in the short run, as indicated by the positive coefficient of 
∆log(ܹܲܲܣܩܧ௜,௧)(with t-statistics of 2.120 in Column(1) and 2.561 in Column(2)). 
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These results support the hypothesis there is a positive relationship between external 
trade linkage and regional economic specialization.  
Openness to the world economy. In terms of the effect of regional openness to the 
international market, there is a positive and highly significant coefficient 
of ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ିଵ in both regressions. An increase of one percentage point in local export 
GDP share is associated with a rise in specialization by 0.739 in PLS regression and 
by 0.537 percent in GLS regression. This supports the hypothesis that there is a long-
run positive effect of regional openness to the world economy on the regional 
specialization. In addition, the PLS regression result reveals that the coefficient of 
∆ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ is positive and significant, suggesting that regional openness to the outside 
world also has a short-run effect on the level of regional specialization.  
The regression results confirm the proposition that the regional specialization trends 
are a result of the interplay of regional market size, local demand and external trade 
linkage. The first two factors provide regions with incentives to diversify industrial 
structure whereas the latter leads to regional specialization. In terms of the 
quantitative significance of these fundamentals, external trade linkage plays a 
relatively important role in determining regional specialization, suggesting the effects 
of regional integration.  
Regression with alternative of explanatory variables 
To gauge the economic significance of various forces of regional specialization, an 
alternative set of variables is used to test the related hypotheses. Firstly, an internal 
market development variable measured by regional urban income (denoted by 
ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧, see Appendix П) is constructed, which accounts for both regional market 
size and local demand. Secondly, the variable of regional urban income potential to 
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proxy for external trade linkage is built up (denoted by ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ , see also 
Appendix П). It reflects how the regional industrial structure is affected by the urban 
income growth in other regions. The summary statistics of these two variables are 
presented in Table 1.3.  
The specification (1.5) is constructed as follows: 
∆ ௜ܵ,௧ ൌ ߙଵ ௜ܵ,௧ିଵ ൅ ߙଶ log൫ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ൯ ൅ ߙଷ log൫ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ൯൅ߙସOPEN୧,୲ିଵ ൅
ߚଵ ∆log൫ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧൯ ൅ ߚଶ ∆log൫ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧൯ ൅ ߚସ∆OPEN୧,୲ ൅ ܿ௜ ൅ ݍ௧ ൅ ݒ௜,௧    , (1.5) 
The estimation of the specification (1.5) is done using both PLS and GLS. The 
dependent variable is the change in the level of regional specialization.  ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ 
and ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ are the main explanatory variables in the specification (1.5). The 
initial level of regional specialization ( ௜ܵ,௧ିଵ) and the extent of regional openness to 
the world economy (ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧) are also included.  
Table 1.3Summary statistics for alternative variables 
Variable  Mean  Max  Min  Std. Dev. 
S  0.493  1.222  0.209  0.191 
TINCOM  10.409  15.041  5.125  1.783 
PTINCOM  13.780  16.579  9.757  1.487 
OPEN  0.101  0.776  0.001  0.135 










Table 1.4Determinants of regional specialization using alternative explanatory variables 
Dependent variable: ∆ Sit 
PLS GLS 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
௜ܵ,௧ିଵ -0.494*** 3.703 -0.493*** 6.377 
log(ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ) -0.042*** 3.128 -0.018*** 4.571 
log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ) 0.045*** 3.463 0.026*** 12.831 
ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ିଵ 0.258* 1.862 0.245*** 3.882 
∆log(ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧) -0.026 1.420 -0.010 1.009 
∆log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧)      0.095 1.197 0.089*** 3.922 
∆ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ 0.166 1.529 0.106 1.560 
Regional dummies Yes Yes 
Period dummies Yes Yes 
Adj R2 0.415 0.600 
Obs 140 140 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 
(PLS) and feasible generalized least-squares (GLS). *significance at 10% level; **significance at 5% 
level; ***significance at 1% level. 
 
Table 1.4 reports the PLS regression results in column (1) and the GLS results in 
column (2). The results show that internal market factor tends to have a long-run 
negative effect on regional specialization, as indicated by the negative and significant 
coefficients of  ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧  in both column (1) and (2). These results support the 
hypothesis that expanding regional market size and growing local demand expansion 
provides regions with incentives to diversify. The two external trade linkage variables, 
ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧  and ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ , are found to have positive effects on regional 
specialization, as suggested by the positive and statically significant coefficients of 
these two variables. These results are consistent with the hypothesis of the positive 
effect of external trade linkage on regional specialization. 
Finally, using the long-run coefficients obtained from the results in Column (1) of 
Table 1.4, the level of regional specialization for each region for different time points 
is recalculated with both region and time effects removed. Then the level of regional 
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specialization (Krugman’s index) against the corresponding GDP per capita is plotted 
in Figure 1.3.  Roughly there is a U relationship between regional specialization and 
income levels, which is consistent with the argument in Imbs and Wacziarg (2003). 
 
Figure 1.3Krug's specialization index and income per capita: China 
Source: calculations by author.  
 
1.4.2 Localism and the dynamics of regional specialization 
Measuring localism  
This section investigates how localism affects the evolution in regional specialization. 
By localism, local governments or local officials tend to build trade barriers across 
regions to protect their local industries from outside competition. Their protection 
policies restrict trade across regions, leading to the fragmentation of the domestic 
market. Therefore, localism is expected to have a negative effect on the level of 














Localism is not easy to measure directly. Following Bai et al. (2004), the extent of 
localism is measured by regional state-owned enterprises (SOEs) employment share 
(denoted by  ܱܵܧܧ௜,௧ ). Since the fiscal decentralization reform at the beginning of  
the 1980s, the local governments in China have faced hard budget constraint and 
relied on local industries for tax revenue. They are likely to derive many benefits from 
the SOEs than other types of industries due to their close fiscal relationship. Thus, it is 
argued that local governments have a stronger incentive to protect SOEs within their 
jurisdictions. Figure 1.4 plots the average state-owned enterprise employment shares 
across six great regions and the national average (weighted by industrial output) in 
China for the time period of 1980-2005. It shows that the SOE employment shares 
tend to decline over time. This can be related to China’s reform efforts on privatizing 
inefficient state-owned enterprises (Cao et al. 1999).  On the other hand, the regional 
SOE employment shares vary greatly. SOE employment shares in the Coast and 
Metropolises are relatively lower than the national average through the time period of 
1980-2005, whereas the shares in interior regions are relatively higher than the 
national average.    
 
Figure 1.4SOEs employment shares across regions: China, 1980-2005 



































Testing the effects of localism on the trends in regional specialization 
To test this hypothesis, a regression exercise augmenting specification (1.5) is 
conducted as follows: 
∆ ௜ܵ,௧ ൌ
ߙଵ ௜ܵ,௧ିଵ ൅ ߙଶ log൫ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ൯ ൅ ߙଷ log൫ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ൯ ൅
ߙସ log൫ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ൯ כ ܱܵܧܧ௜,௧ିଵ ൅ߙହOPEN୧,୲ିଵ ൅ ߚଵ ∆log൫ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧൯ ൅
ߚଶ ∆log൫ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧൯ ൅ ߚସ∆OPEN୧,୲ ൅ ܿ௜ ൅ ݍ௧ ൅ ݒ௜,௧       , (1.6) 
where ܱܵܧܧ௜,௧ is the employment share of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) for region 
݅ in year ݐ. 
Table 1.5Localism and the dynamics of regional specialization 
Dependent variable: ∆ Sit 
PLS GLS 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
௜ܵ,௧ିଵ -0.468*** 3.690 -0.441*** 5.038 
log(ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ) -0.046*** 3.261 -0.173*** 5.789 
log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ) 0.061*** 3.171 0.048*** 14.189 
log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ)*ܱܵܧܧ௜,௧ିଵ  -0.017** 2.337 -0.030*** 5.264 
ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ିଵ 0.210** 1.962 0.152*** 4.589 
∆log(ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧) -0.027 1.504 -0.011 1.013 
∆log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧) 0.072 1.002 0.075*** 3.544 
∆ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ 0.140 1.515 0.050 0.886 
Regional dummies YES YES 
Period dummies YES YES 
Adj R2 0.414 0.660 
Obs 140 140 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 
(PLS) and feasible generalized least-squares (GLS). *significance at 10% level; **significance at 5% 






The regression results are illustrated in Table 1.5. In both column (1) and column (2), 
the coefficients of the interaction of regional urban income potential and SOE 
employment share are negative and statistically significant. According to the results in 
column (2), an increase of one percentage point in localism derailed the effect of 
external trade linkage by 1.7%. This is consistent with the hypothesis that localism 
tends to have a negative impact on regional specialization by blocking interregional 
trade.  
 
Figure 1.5Localism, interregional trade and economic specialization: China 
Source: calculations by author.  
 
This research examines the heterogeneity in regional specialization response to 
localism across regions. Krugman’s specialization index against external trade linkage 
measured by the regional urban income potential is plotted in Figure 1.5, in which the 
region observations are grouped into high and low localism groups (measured by 
regional average SOEEs). As illustrated in Figure 1.5, the slopes of the OLS line 
described by the two groups of observations are positive, implying the positive impact 
y high= 0.0427x - 0.0868
R² = 0.3185
























of external trade linkage on regional specialization. However, the OLS line for the 
low localism group is basically steeper than that for high localism group. This 
suggests that the spatial effect of external trade linkage on regional specialization may 
be derailed by localism. Generally regions subject to lower localism tend to be more 
specialized when other determinants are equal.   
1.4.3 The effects of the evolution of regional integration  
The positive effect of external trade linkage on regional specialization is well 
illustrated in the analysis above, indicating the importance of regional integration in 
determining regional production structure. Krugman (1991a) emphasizes that the 
declining interregional trade costs, combined with scale of economies and factor 
mobility, allows industries to concentrate spatially. Such industrial concentration can 
be interpreted into sectoral specialization at the regional level.  The integrated internal 
market is likely to drive agglomeration process, leading to increasing regional 
specialization.  
China’s economic development has involved the steady domestic market integration. 
At the beginning of economic reform in China, there was a decrease in regional 
integration. Kumar (1994) has calculated the coefficients of provincial structural 
differences between 1987 and 1991 and found little evidence of a well-integrated 
market structure in China. His finding is consistent with that in Young (2000), who 
examined the trend in the similarity of provincial industrial structure from 1950s to 
1997 and argued that China had devolved into a fragmented market due to local 
protectionism. However, further analysis has presented the evidence that the 
decreasing regional integration may have reversed as the Chinese economy is more 
driven by market incentives. Dougherty et al. (2007) finds that the rising trend in 
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industrial concentration over the period of 1998-2003 using the firm-level data in 
China, suggesting that interregional trade barriers have dropped dramatically in recent 
years.  Accordingly, regional integration in China is found to have experienced a J-
shaped path with a steady increase since the late 1990s.  
This analysis constructs a stage dummy as the significant development of regional 
integration in China. This stage dummy is assumed to be zero during the period of 
1980-1995, and 1 between 1995 and 2005. Then, a regression is built up by 
augmenting specification (1.7) is conducted as follows: 
 
∆ ௜ܵ,௧ ൌ
ߙଵ ௜ܵ,௧ିଵ ൅ ߙଶ log൫ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ൯ ൅ ߙଷ log൫ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ൯ ൅
ߙସ log൫ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ൯ כ ܵܶܣܦ௜,௧ିଵ ൅ߙହOPEN୧,୲ିଵ ൅ ߚଵ ∆log൫ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧൯ ൅
ߚଶ ∆log൫ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧൯ ൅ ߚସ∆OPEN୧,୲ ൅ ܿ௜ ൅ ݍ௧ ൅ ݒ௜,௧       , (1.7) 
where ܵܶܣܦ௜,௧ is the stage dummy for region ݅ in year ݐ. 
The regression results are illustrated in Table 1.6. In both column (1) and column (2), 
the coefficients of the interaction of regional urban income potential and stage dummy 
are positive and statistically significant. This suggests that increasing regional 
integration is likely to allow agglomeration economies to have a fuller impact on 







Table 1.6Market integration process and the dynamics of regional specialization 
Dependent variable: ∆ Sit 
PLS GLS 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
௜ܵ,௧ିଵ -0.441*** 3.388 -0.458*** 5.820 
log(ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ) -0.046*** 3.242 -0.025*** 4.113 
log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ) 0.032** 2.212 0.017*** 5.374 
log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ)*ܵܶܣܦ௜,௧ିଵ  0.069*** 3.775 0.066*** 7.704 
ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ିଵ 0.256** 1.940 0.249*** 4.148 
∆log(ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧) -0.027 1.463 -0.016 1.438 
∆log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧) 0.078 1.006 0.082*** 2.664 
∆ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ 0.153 1.466 0.117* 1.707 
Regional dummies YES YES 
Period dummies YES YES 
Adj R2 0.432 0.619 
Obs 140 140 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 
(PLS) and feasible generalized least-squares (GLS). *significance at 10% level; **significance at 5% 
level; ***significance at 1% level. 
 
1.4.4 Robustness tests: accounting for non-stationarity 
The previous econometric analyses implicitly assume stationarity properties of the 
data. The variables in the above regression may have unit roots, and thus are not 
stationary. If so, then PLS or GLS equations are subject to the problem of spurious 
regression. To deal with this issue, a variety of methods are used to test for non-
stationary variables using panel data. Most of these variables are variations of the 
basic augmented Dickey-Fuller test. They work with the equation as follows: 
 ∆ݕ௜,௧ ൌ ߙ ൅ ߩݕ௜,௧ିଵ ൅ ∑ ݑ௜௝∆ݕ௜,௧ି௝ ൅ ݒ௜,௧
௣೔
௝ୀଵ  , (1.8) 
where the ݕ௜,௧ is one of the variables. Under the null hypothesis of one unit root, 
ܪ଴: ߩ ൌ 0 is written as: ܪ଴: ߩ ൏ 0(implying that ݕ௜,௧ is stationary). In particular, some 
tests impose the requirement that  ߩ takes the same value for all cross-section units, 
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while other tests allow for the possibility that ߩ  has different values for different 
cross-section units. 
The summaries of unit root test results for the variables are contained in Table 1.7. 
The Levin, Lin, and Chu (LLC) tests assume a common value of ߩ across regions, 
while ADF-Fisher tests allow different values for each region. The LLC test statistic 
has an asymptotically normal distribution since it tests for a single value of ߩ, while 
the ADF-Fisher test statistic has an asymptotically chi-square distribution with 28 
degrees of freedom.  
Table 1.7Summary of unit root tests in levels 
S PWAGE PPWAGE 
Levin, Lin, and Chu 61.102(1.000) 65.055(1.000) 85.842(1.000) 
ADF-Fisher 3.496(1.000) 0.315(1.000) 0.036(1.000) 
TPOP PTPOP EXPO 
Levin, Lin, and Chu -36.108(0.000) -2.451(0.000) -124.686(0.000) 
ADF-Fisher 98.616(0.000) 38.946(1.000) 113.352(0.000) 
TINCOM PTINCOM 
Levin, Lin, and Chu 4.259(1.000) 326.454(1.000) 
ADF-Fisher 6.521 0.018(1.000) 
Notes: p-values in parenthesis. All tests use l lags of the dependent variable.  
 
On the whole, these tests show clearly that most of the variables are not stationary. 
Only two variables (ܱܶܲܲ and ܧܱܺܲ) do not reject the null hypothesis of a unit root 
in their levels. Because of this, regressions estimated using panel data that do not 
account for non-stationarity of the data are likely to produce biased and inconsistent 
parameter estimates.  This in turns calls for some cointegration analysis.  
The static cointegrating relationships between regional specialization and its 
determinants are based on the following panel data models: 
௜ܵ,௧ ൌ ߛ௜ ൅ ߚ ௜ܺ,௧ ൅ ߮௜,௧ , (1.9) 
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Due to a limited number of observations, this analysis takes Kao(1999)’s residual 
cointegration tests that are computed from auxiliary regressions involving the 
residuals ො߮௜,௧.Under the null of a cointegrating relationship, the long-run elasticities of 
all variants might be estimated directly using PLS or GLS techniques with fixed 
effects to rule out any heterogeneity bias. In terms of the variables involved in Table 
1.1, the value of  ்߬௔௢ is 4.766, which is statistically significant at 1% level. With 
respect of another set of variables in Table 1.3, the value of  ்߬௔௢ is 4.616, which is 
also highly significant. These results provide strong evidence in favor of a 
cointegrating relationship between regional specialization and its potential 
determinates. 
Under the hypothesis of a cointegrating relationship between regional specialization 
and its own determinants, the dynamics can best be captured by the correction model 
as follows:  
∆ ௜ܵ,௧ ൌ ߛ∆ ௜ܺ,௧ ൅ Յ൫ ௜ܵ,௧ିଵ െ ߠ ௜ܺ,௧ିଵ൯ ൅ ܿ௜ ൅ ݍ௧ ൅ ݒ௜,௧   , (1.10) 
in which െՅ captures the adjustment speed toward the long-run equilibrium between 
௜ܵ,௧ and ௜ܺ,௧. 
Table 1.8 reports the estimates of the correction model (1.10) when the set of 
variables in Table 1.1 are introduced. The long-run estimates are mostly in line with 
those implied by the specification (1.4). Table 1.9 presents estimates when we use 
variables in Table 1.3 in the form of correction model (1.10). The long-run estimates 
are also found to be close to the regression results in Table 1.3. To sum up, these 
results from the correction structure suggest that the main result in this research is 
robust to the potential presence of a stochastic trend in the data.  
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Table 1.8Determinants of regional specialization, correction model 
Dependent variable: ∆ Sit 
PLS GLS 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
ܥ݋ݎݎ݁ܿݐ݅݋݊ ݐ݁ݎ݉ሺ߬ሻ -0.497*** 3.732 -0.503*** 5.827 
log(ܱܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧ିଵ) -0.052* 1.878 -0.039*** 6.804 
log(ܹܲܣܩܧ௜,௧ିଵ) -0.451*** 3.491 -0.150* 1.663 
log(ܱܲܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧ିଵ) 0.0442 0.429 -0.076 0.553 
log(ܹܲܲܣܩܧ௜,௧ିଵ) 0.353*** 4.742 0.209*** 4.097 
ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ିଵ 0.747*** 2.826 0.544*** 5.202 
∆log(ܱܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧) -0.016 0.909 -0.013 1.108 
∆log(ܹܲܣܩܧ௜,௧) -0.129 1.407 -0.116 1.570 
∆log(ܱܲܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧) 0.011 0.078 -0.009 0.088 
∆log(ܹܲܲܣܩܧ௜,௧) 0.305* 1.842 0.229* 1.920 
∆ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ 0.215 1.648 0.118* 1.841 
Regional dummies Yes Yes 
Period dummies Yes Yes 
Adj R2 0.414 0.566 
Obs 140 140 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 
(PLS) and feasible generalized least-squares (GLS). *significance at 10% level; **significance at 5% 
level; ***significance at 1% level. 
 
Table 1.9 Determinants of regional specialization using alternative explanatory variables: 
correction model 
Dependent variable: ∆ Sit 
PLS GLS 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
ܥ݋ݎݎ݁ܿݐ݅݋݊ ݐ݁ݎ݉ሺ߬ሻ -0.484*** 3.703 -0.493*** 6.377 
log(ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ) -0.087*** 3.644 -0.036*** 3.375 
log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧ିଵ) 0.094*** 4.791 0.053*** 6.505 
ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ିଵ 0.534*** 2.497 0.497*** 5.109 
∆log(ܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧) -0.026 1.420 -0.010 1.010 
∆log(ܲܶܫܰܥܱܯ௜,௧) 0.085 1.197 0.089*** 3.923 
∆ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ 0.166 1.529 0.106 1.560 
Regional dummies Yes Yes 
Period dummies Yes Yes 
Adj R2 0.416 0.601 
Obs 140 140 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 
(PLS) and feasible generalized least-squares (GLS). *significance at 10% level; **significance at 5% 
level; ***significance at 1% level. 
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1.5  Concluding remarks 
This chapter investigates regional economic specialization in China. It identifies the 
significance of the fundamentals in determining regional specialization. It finds that 
regional market size and local demand expansion provide regions with incentives to 
diversify, whereas trade linkage with other regions and the world economy leads to 
the increase in specialization. The findings support the main proposition that the 
interaction of the internal market development factor and external trade linkage leads 
to regional specialization. Moreover, this chapter also investigates the spatial impact 
of institutional features of economic development on the dynamics of regional 
specialization. It is found that the change in regional specialization depends crucially 
on the interregional trade and localism has a negative effect on regional specialization, 
suggesting the importance of regional integration on regional industry structure.  
This research also has the implications for international integration. For example, the 
European Union has led to great variations in income disparity across European 
countries. Puga (2002) provides the evidence of the widening income divergence 
across European countries over the last two decades, and finds the improvement of 
transport infrastructure leads to such divergence. Breinlich (2006) examines the 
spatial structure of regional income levels in the European Union during the period of 
1975-1997, and finds the important role of market access in explaining the income 
disparity across countries. This analysis also provides a spatial perspective to evaluate 
the effects of institutional features of economic development in China. As highlighted 
by Young (2000), whether China’s gradual reform is successful remains an interesting 
issue in literature. This chapter therefore provides direct evidence of the extent of 




Chapter 2  
Industrial concentration and market development 
 
 
2.1   Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the evolution of industrial concentration in China. One of the 
important features of economic geography is the clustering of industrial activities. 
Several theories account for industrial concentration. One set of them show that the 
localization of industries arises from external economies (for example, Marshall 1920, 
and Krugman 1991b). The first of these is input sharing, where industrial 
concentration allows firms to benefit from close proximity to suppliers and consumers. 
The second is labor market pooling, where firms take advantage of a flexible and 
specialized local labor markets. The third is knowledge spillovers, where workers 
easily learn from each other in an industry center. The other set suggests that the 
spatial concentration of industry activities also depends on the economies of scale at 
the firm level (for example, Krugman 1991a). This chapter examines the trends in 
industrial concentration and the underlying forces in China. 
This research builds on two recent papers on the sources of industrial concentration. 
One is Rosenthal and Strange (2001), who consider the cross-industry variations in 
geographic concentration in U.S.. They examine the influence of all three types of 
external economies on industrial concentration. They analyze the cross-industry 
variation in geographic concentration indicating the extent to which the industry is 
subject to external economies. They find the proxies for labor market pooling to have 
positive effects on industrial concentration at the state, country and zipcode levels, 
whereas for knowledge spillover and input sharing to have positive impact only at the 
zipcode and state levels. The other is Kim (1995), who investigates the long-run 
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trends in U.S. industrial concentration. Plant size is found positively to be related to 
industry localization, suggesting that industries subject to increasing returns tend to 
geographically concentrate. The evidence of industrial concentration in U.S. 
empirically supports explanations based on firm-level economies of scale and external 
economies.    
This chapter enriches the existing literature by examining the spatial concentration of 
China’s manufacturing industries between 1980 and 2005. China’s economic 
development experience presents an excellent study of industrial concentration for 
several reasons. Firstly, China has shifted itself towards a market economy by 
initiating a series of reform policies, economic liberalization, fiscal decentralization, 
and trade openness. It is interesting to investigate whether economic reform has led to 
the changes in industry structures that were highly distorted by central planning 
(Yusuf and Nabeshima 2006). Secondly, China’s reform processes were featured as 
piecemeal and gradual: some segments of the economy were released from central 
planning, while still maintaining many of the distortions. In the process of incremental 
reform, local government or officials had attempted to capture the rent-seeking 
opportunities through the protection of local industries from interregional competition. 
This has led to localism, which gives rise to the fragmentation of the domestic market. 
Moreover, major advances in infrastructure development have contributed to the 
lowering interregional transportation costs in China during the reform period 
(Démurger 2001).  Thus, by looking at the distribution of industry activities across 
regions, this study helps to examine the spatial impact of the market development in 
China.  
The literature has had less to write about the industrial concentration in China over the 
past thirty years or so. Two exceptions are Bai et al. (2004) and Lu and Tao (2006). 
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Both of them estimated the determinants of industrial agglomeration in China using a 
dynamic generalized method of moments (GMM) method. They find the evidence of 
external economies and local protectionism in determining industrial concentration in 
China. The research in this chapter moves beyond them in two ways. The first is to 
use a convergence model to identify the long-run determinants of industrial 
concentration. The dynamic GMM approach relies on intertemporal variations in the 
causes and effects to estimate the coefficients of the determinants, which generally 
underestimate the long-term effect of the determinants on industrial concentration. To 
estimate the long-run effects from a panel dataset, the growth convergence model is 
statistically superior to the dynamic GMM method since it depends on the cross-
section variations. The second is to consider how industry activities respond to market 
development in China, examining the effects of the advance in regional integration 
and income growth on the evolution of industrial concentration.   
By using data on manufacturing industries between 1980 and 2005, this analysis 
investigates the determinants of industrial concentration in China with particular 
attention to the effects of the development of market structure. There is clear evidence 
that industries are likely to concentrate spatially to exploit increasing returns. The 
proxies for increasing return to scale, intra-industry linkage effect, technology 
intensity, and trade openness are found to have positive impact on industrial 
concentration. This research finds that the integration of domestic market provides 
incentives for industries to geographically cluster by enhancing external economies. 
The proxies for transport network density and the concentration of nonagricultural 
population are found positively to be related to industrial concentration, whereas for 
localism negatively associated with industrial concentration. It also finds that 
urbanization has a positive effect on the spatial concentration of industries, which 
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suggests that the expansion of local demand allows industries to exploit more benefits 
in a cluster.   
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 documents the evolution of 
geographic concentration pattern in China during its transition towards a market 
economy. Section 2.3 provides a review of theoretical reasons for industrial 
concentration and explains the respective roles of the determinants of agglomeration. 
Section 2.4 examines the cross-industry variations in geographic concentration with 
special attention to the influences of market development. Section 2.5 concludes.   
 
2.2   Evolution of industrial concentration in China, 1980-2005 
2.2.1 Index of geographic concentration   
This section documents the evolution in geographic concentration for manicuring 
industries in China during the period of 1980-2005, using the spatial concentration 
index developed by Dumais et al. (2002).  The index is defined as follows: 
SC୩୲ ൌ ∑ ሺx୩୧୲ െ x୧୲ሻଶ୧   , (2.1)  
where  x୩୧୲  is region  i ’s share of value added in industry k  in year t  .  x୧୲  is the 
region i’s share of total industrial value added.  x୧୲  is the unweighted mean of the x୩୧୲ 
across industries within an economy, that is,  x୧୲ ൌ
ଵ
N
∑ x୩୧୲୩ , where N is the number 
of industries.  SC୩୲ indicates the extent of industry k  ‘s spatial concentration, having a 
value of zero when industry k’s value added in each region is proportional to the 
region’s total industrial value added, and one when industry k  is completely 
concentrated in one region. This index is calculated from value added data instead of 
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employment data for two reasons14. One is that less employment data can be collected 
from the published data source. The other is that employment data may suffer from 
the surplus labor problem that is particularly prevalent in state-owned enterprises 
(SOE) 15.    
2.2.2 Geographic concentration for China’s industries  
The spatial concentration index is calculated at the two-digit manufacturing level to 
establish the trends in industrial concentration. The source of value added data for 23 
manufacturing industries across 28 provinces in China is documented in Appendix І.  
Figure 2.1 shows the trend in industrial concentration in China during the period of 
1980-2005. The unweighted average value of  SC୩୲ was 0.020 in 1980, declining to 
0.017 in 1985 and rising dramatically to 0.026 in 2005. If the relevant weighted 
average (by industrial output value) is used, SC୩୲ initially declined and then rose 
sharply: the weighted value is 0.017 in 1980, falling to 0.013 in 1985, and rising to 
0.028 in 2005. The data suggests there is a increasing trend in industrial concentration 
after the short decline at the beginning of economic reform.  The findings in Bai et al. 
(2004) document the same trend in industrial concentration in China between 1987 
and 1993. However, Young (2000) presents the evidence of decreasing trend in 
industrial concentration based on the evolution of the three sectors in GDP accounting 
(primary, secondary, and tertiary) during the 1980s. 
                                                     
14 For instance, the sector size is measured by employment data in Kim (1995) and Ellison and Glaeser 
(1997). 




Figure 2.1Trends in industrial concentration (on average): China, 1980-2005 
Source: calculations by author.  
 
At the industry level, the spatial concentration index shows significant cross-industry 
variations in the trends. As shown in Table 2.1, most of the industries experienced a 
rising trend in concentration. The other industries do not follow the overall pattern. 
Some, such as Petroleum and Cultural, educational and sports goods become more 
dispersed across regions over time. Apparel and footwear tends to be more 
concentrated throughout the whole period. Plastic exhibits little change in industrial 
concentration. The cross-industry variations of the trends in geographic concentration 






































Table 2.1Spatial index of concentration across industries: China, 1980-2005 
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 Aver 
Food 0.018 0.011 0.007 0.008 0.020 0.033 0.016 
Beverage 0.021 0.016 0.009 0.016 0.019 0.023 0.017 
Tobacco 0.035 0.034 0.056 0.156 0.120 0.071 0.079 
Textiles 0.012 0.010 0.014 0.028 0.027 0.031 0.020 
Apparel and footwear 0.002 0.003 0.010 0.023 0.025 0.023 0.014 
Leather 0.007 0.005 0.012 0.025 0.030 0.037 0.019 
Wood 0.028 0.037 0.032 0.014 0.005 0.013 0.022 
Furniture 0.012 0.008 0.009 0.008 0.010 0.025 0.012 
Paper 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.011 0.010 0.016 0.009 
Printing 0.005 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.012 0.016 0.008 
Chemicals 0.012 0.010 0.007 0.007 0.010 0.008 0.009 
Drugs and medicines 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.011 0.012 0.007 
Petroleum 0.085 0.061 0.047 0.045 0.033 0.039 0.052 
Rubber 0.007 0.005 0.005 0.016 0.022 0.034 0.015 
Plastic 0.009 0.011 0.010 0.016 0.015 0.011 0.012 
Non-metallic mineral products 0.012 0.008 0.006 0.006 0.009 0.013 0.009 
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 0.038 0.026 0.038 0.033 0.032 0.033 0.033 
Fabricated metal products 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.009 0.010 0.005 
Machinery 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.015 0.021 0.013 0.010 
Electric and electronic equipment 0.010 0.008 0.006 0.019 0.024 0.044 0.019 
Transport 0.012 0.016 0.014 0.021 0.030 0.019 0.019 
Professional and scientific equipment 0.023 0.017 0.017 0.015 0.032 0.030 0.022 
Others 0.099 0.077 0.064 0.058 0.059 0.042 0.067 
 
Source: calculations by author.  
 
2.3    Determinants of industrial concentration 
This section first reviews the theoretical points of industrial concentration. It then 
provides the determinants of industrial agglomeration and explains their respective 
roles. The determinants are divided into two groups. One is a set of industry 
characteristics associated with the spatial concentration, including increasing returns 
to scale, intra-industry linkage effect, knowledge intensity, and trade openness. The 
other includes four proxies for market development, transport network density, 
localism, concentration of nonagricultural population, and urbanization.   
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2.3.1 Spatially concentration propensity: theoretical foundations 
Literature has explained why some industries are likely to geographically concentrate 
and what kinds of agglomerative forces are associated with such concentration16. The 
first theory of industrial concentration is from the economies of scale theory of new 
economic geography (NEG) (Krugman 1991a). In an industry with significant fixed 
production costs, a firm would enjoy low average costs of production by producing a 
large volume of goods and services, which in turn strengthens the firm’s 
competitiveness and increases the demand for its products. This positive feedback 
eventually leads to a high concentration of industry production. Thus, it is 
hypothesized that industries that exhibit increasing returns to scale tend to concentrate 
spatially.  
The second line of theories sheds light on the role of localized industry-specific 
spillovers (or external economies) in determining agglomeration. Krugman (1991b) 
formalizes the three reasons of industry localization put forward by Marshall (1920). 
First, a cluster of industries arises from the sharing of specialized local producer 
services. Firms benefit from being close to a large supply of intermediate input 
producers due to saving of transportation costs. Second, firms locate near each other 
to share a labor pool. A concentration of firms in a particular industry provides 
advantages of better matching or risk sharing between firms and workers. The third is 
knowledge spillovers. The accumulation of knowledge by one firm or worker 
contributes to a local stock of knowledge, and thus all members can benefit from 
agglomeration. Therefore, geographic concentration is hypothesized to be likely in 
industries that enjoy significant external economies.  
                                                     
16 See Duranton and Puga (2004) who survey theoretical work on the forces that lead industries to 
concentrate spatially.  
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In the context of China during its transition period, the process of market development 
might affect the spatial distribution of industrial activities. Two spatial features of 
market development are considered in this analysis. The first one is market integration. 
As the market economy develops, government intervention in prices, trade, industry 
entry, and investment has been shrinking (Fujita and Hu 2001). The economic 
development in China has led to the steady integration of the domestic economy 
(Naughton 2003). A fully integrated internal market allows industries to exploit large 
potential benefits through exploiting gains from interregional and intersector trade. 
Thus, it is assumed that the integration of the domestic market encourages industy 
concentration by lowering trade costs.  
The second feature of market development is the rapid process of urbanization, which 
reflects the extent to which the market develops for two reasons. On the one hand, the 
urbanization process involves changes in national output composition away from rural 
agriculture to urbanized modern manufacturing and service. On the other hand, the 
urbanized economy might generate benefits from agglomeration such as information 
and knowledge spillovers. The rapid urbanization enhances industrial productivity, 
leading to the local income growth. Thus, internal income expansion is assumed to 
provide great incentives for industries to geographically concentrate.  
2.3.2 Industry characteristics  
Theoretical work suggests that the industries with spatial concentration may have 
characteristics in common. Several measures for industry characteristics associated 
with the propensity to concentrate spatially are provided as follows.  
The first is increasing returns to scale. Recent empirical work, such as Kim (1995) 
and Holmes and Stevens (2002), highlights the importance of firm-level economies of 
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scale in determining industrial concentration. Kim (1995) finds a positive effect of 
plant size on geographic concentration for U.S manufacturing industries. Holmes and 
Stevens (2002) present strong evidence that manufacturing plants located in areas 
with higher industrial concentration are larger than those located outside such areas. 
In this research, the average firm size (in logs, denoted as SIZE) 17  and capital 
intensity18 (denoted as CAP) are used to represent the scale of economies. These two 
proxies, SIZE and CAP, are expected to be positively related to industrial 
concentration.  
The second is intra-industry linkage effect. Holmes (1999) finds that there is a 
positive relationship between localization and purchased input intensity. The research 
by Amiti and Camerson (2007) shows that the increase in both cost and demand 
linkages can lead to more than one-by-one growth in wages. Their findings provide 
the evidence of the role of cost and demand linkages in determining industry 
localization. This research uses the ratio of intermediate inputs divided by industry 
sales (denoted as LINK) as the proxy for the intra-industry linkage effect. As firms 
are demanding the industry output as an intermediate input, the more firms at a 
location then the larger will be the demand. Thus, if an industry is dependent more on 
local inputs or products market, the firms within this industry tends to concentrate to 
take advantage of intra-industry linkage. This measure is similar to that INDLINK, 
the ration of intermediate expenditure to industry output in Kim et al. (2000). It is 
argued that industries subject to intermediate input usage tend to geographically 
concentrate.  
                                                     
17 Average firm size is not necessary correlated with intra-firm economies of scale, rather, it might 
indicate the degree of competitiveness in that industry, see Glaeser et al. (1992). 




The third is knowledge intensity. Audretsch and Feldman (1996) look at the spatial 
distribution of innovative activities, and they find that these activities are likely to 
cluster spatially. Their finding supports the importance of knowledge spillovers. This 
analysis uses the value added per worker and staff (denoted as KNOW) as a proxy for 
knowledge intensity 19 . Thus, industries with high KNOW are expected to 
geographically concentrate.                            
 The fourth is the effect of trade openness.  Aitken et al. (1997) examine Mexican 
manufacturing firms and find the evidence of localized spillovers associated with 
exporting in industrial concentration. Belderbos and Carree (2002) investigate the 
determinants of location choice for Japanese investments in China and find that 
export-oriented industries are more responsive to Japanese (Keiretsu) agglomeration 
and the presence of seaports. Their findings support the importance of information 
externalities in the location of export-oriented industries.  In this analysis, the ratio of 
export to industry output (denoted as EXPO) is used to measure the extent to which 
industry products are export-oriented. It is expected that industries with high EXPO 
tend to concentrate spatially.     
These variables above are calculated using the industry-level data in China and the 
data source is presented in Appendix І. The summary statistics and the correlation 
coefficients for them are reported in Table 2.2. 
 
 
                                                     
19 The value added per worker is a reflection of labor productivity, but it can be used to measure the 
extent to which one industry depends on skill labors. The basic argument is that an industry with higher 
productivity has more demand on skill labors. The knowledge intensity is associated with industrial 
concentration if the economies associated with labor pooling are most beneficial to skill-intensive 
industries.   
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Table 2.2 Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix for variables associated with industry 
characteristics 
Variables Descriptive statistics Correlation matrix 
Mean Std. Dev Max Min SIZE CAP LINK KNOW EXPO
SIZE 2.267 0.294 3.090 1.669 1.000 
CAP 0.419 0.171 0.878 0.056 0.108 1.000 
LINK 0.701 0.103 0.858 0.107 -0.234 -0.004 1.000 
KNOW 1.000 1.499 7.737 0.200 0.462 -0.220 -0.756 1.000 
EXPO 0.175 0.184 0.850 0.002 -0.035 -0.304 0.273 -0.240 1.000 
 
 
2.3.3 Market development features   
The process of economic liberalization and openness to global trade has led to the 
evolution of China’s market development. Four variables are used to measure the 
features of market development. Three of them are used to measure the extent to 
which China’s internal market has integrated: transport network density, localism, and 
concentration of nonagricultural population. Urbanization is used to measure the 
growth in domestic demand. These four variables are calculated using the regional 
economic data in China and the data source is documented in Appendix І.   
The first variable is transport network density at the national level (denoted as TRAN, 
see Appendix П). Both national and provincial governments have made much effort 
to build transport infrastructure to facilitate communications across regions and the 
outside world in China since the 1980s (Démurger 2001). Figure 2.2 shows the 
evolution of the transport network density across regions in China during the period 
of 1980-2005. The growing trend reveals that China has achieved major advances in 





Figure 2.2Evolution in transport network density: China, 1980-2005  
Source: calculations by author.  
 
The second variable is localism (denoted as LOCAL). Many reforms in China were 
developed in a gradual way, leading to concerns about self-propagating distortions 
(Young 2000). Localism is one of these well-founded concerns, which may give rise 
to the fragmentation of the domestic market and negatively affects industrial 
concentration. In this analysis, localism is measured by the employment share of 
state-owned enterprises (SOEs) at the industry level. SOEs are significant in China 
and local governments can derive many more benefits from them than other types of 
enterprises due to their close relations. Thus, local governments tend to protect 
industries with a high share of SOEs to capture their revenues (Bai et al. 2004). Figure 
2.3 illustrates the average employment SOEs shares across industries during the 
reform period. The decreasing trend of regional SOEs employment shares in recent 







































Figure 2.3Trend of cross-industry SOE employment share: China, 1980-2005  
Source: calculations by author.  
 
The third way to examine the integration of the domestic market is to look at the 
concentration of nonagricultural population using Gini coefficients (denoted by GINI). 
The spatial inequality for the distribution of nonagricultural population reflects the 
extent to which the interregional factor mobility responds to market incentives. To 
calculate the Gini for a country, all the regions are ranked from smallest to largest on 
the x-axis and on the y-axis the Lorenz curve is calculated- the cumulative share of 
the total nonagricultural population. If all regions were of equal size in terms of 
nonagricultural population, the plotted line would be the 45° line. The Gini is the 
share of the area between the 45° line and the plotted curve, relative to the area below 
the 45° line. The greater the area, the ‘less equal’ is the size distribution20. Figure 2.4 
plots the trend of Gini coefficients associated with the distribution of nonagricultural 
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population over the period of 1980-2005. It shows an increasing trend in Gini 
coefficients, also suggesting that China has achieved rapid progress in market 
integration during its transition towards a market economy.  
 
Figure 2.4The distribution of nonagricultural population: China, 1980-2005 
Source: calculations by author.  
 
Finally, the level of urbanization is considered. The rapid process of urbanization 
might account for the local income growth. Figure 2.5 illustrate the national-level 
urbanization for China between 1980 and 2005. The increasing trend indicates that 
China has achieved major advances in promoting urbanization, suggesting that market 
































































Figure 2.5Urbanization process: China, 1980-2005  
Source: calculations by author.  
 
The correlation coefficients between these variables for market development are 
presented in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3Correlation matrix among institutional measures 
Variables Correlation matrix 
TRAN LOCAL GINI 
TRAN 1.000 
LOCAL -0.393 1.000 
GINI 0.966 -0.405 
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2.4    Econometric methodology  
This section develops the econometric methodology to examine the determinants of 
the cross-industry differences in spatial concentration, paying special attention to the 
influence of market development. The extant studies estimate the determinants of 
industrial concentration using the dynamic GMM approach (for example, Bai et al. 
2004, and Lu and Tao 2006). Such an estimation method is superior to the ordinary 
least squares (OLS) applied to a cross-section data set since it does not require the 
assumption of exogenous explanatory variables. But it suffers from the identification 
problem in estimating a panel data structure. It relies on intertemporal variation in the 
causes (the determinants) and effects (the spatial concentration measures), rather than 
the cross-section variations, to identify the coefficients of the determinants. Therefore, 
this research employs a convergence model specification, which can estimate the 
long-run effects of the determinants on industrial concentration. The basic regression 
equation to be estimated is constructed as follows: 
SC୩,୲ െ SC୩,୲ିଵ ൌ αଵ ൅ βଵ כ SC୩,୲ିଵ ൅ δ כ X୩,୲ ൅ u୲ ൅ ρ୩ ൅ Ԗ୩,୲ , (2.2) 
where the subscripts k and t represent industry and time period, respectively. SC୩,୲ is 
the level of spatial concentration, and  X is a set of control variables associated with 
industry characteristics. u୲ and ρ୩ denote the unobserved time- and industry-specific 
effects, respectively.  Ԗ is the regression residual. 
In regression (2.2), the dependent variable is the change in the level of spatial 
concentration for an industry. Such a specification is dynamic since the initial level of 
spatial concentration is introduced as an explanatory variable.  The coefficient of the 
initial level of spatial coefficient is to be negative, which implies a tendency of 
convergence towards a ‘long run’ level of spatial concentration for each industry. The 
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set of control variables include variables that vary both across industries and over the 
time period. The control variables include the average firm size (SIZE), the capital 
intensity (CAP), the ratio of intermediate inputs divided by industry sales (LINK), the 
value added per worker and staff (KNOW), and the export value divided by total 
industry sales (EXPO).  
The strategy to find the influence of market development on industrial concentration 
is to extend the regression (2.2). The choice is to allow the variables associated with 
industry characteristic to interact with each of the proxies for market development 
features.  The restriction regression specification is constructed as follows: 
SC୩,୲ െ SC୩,୲ିଵ ൌ αଵ ൅ βଵ כ ሺSC୩,୲ିଵ ൅ δ כ X୩,୲ሺ1 ൅ γ୲ כ INT୲ሻሻ ൅ ρ୩ ൅ Ԗ୩,୲ , (2.3) 
where INT  is a set of the market development measures involved. The market 
development measures include the transport network density (TRAN), the 
employment share of state-owned enterprises (LOCAL), the concentration of 
nonagricultural population (GINI), and the level of urbanization (URA). These four 
features of economic development are common to all industries. They will be 
introduced one by one in order to simplify the interpretation of the results and not to 
overextend the parameter requirements on the data.  
The growth regressions presented above pose some challenges for estimation. The 
first is the presence of unobserved period and industry-specific effects. To solve this 
issue, the regression (2.2) is estimated by including both period and industry fixed 
effects, and the regression (2.3) done by introducing the industry fixed effect. The 
second challenge is the potential endogeneity problem in growth regression. In this 
analysis, the variables associated with industry characteristics are predetermined ones. 
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Thus, both the regression (2.2) and (2.3) can be estimated directly using the OLS 
method.  
  
2.5   Estimation results 
2.5.1 Linear regression results 
Regression results are presented in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5-2.8. Table 2.4 shows the 
results of the basic regression (2.2) with no interaction term. In this regression, only 
linear effects are allowed, and the estimated impact on industrial concentration is the 
average one. There are two sets of the regression results. Column (1) presents the 
results in which the average plant size (SIZE) is used to proxy for the increasing 
returns to scale. Column (2) presents the results with the capital intensity (CAP) 
measuring the increasing returns to scale. Both of the two regression results show that 
the initial level of spatial concentration (SCi,t-1) takes a significantly negative 
coefficient, which implies that all industries are converging towards a single long run 
steady-state. The other control variables are analyzed as follows. The interpretation of 
quantitative significance of the variables is mainly from the results in column (2) 
since the proxies for the potential importance of the localized industry-specific 
spillovers are more significant in this column than those in Column (1). 
The first is to look at the increasing returns to scale. The proxy has a positive and 
significant coefficient no matter whether it is measured by the average firm size 
(SIZE) or capital intensity (CAP). It suggests that industries of large size or high 
capital intensity have a tendency to concentrate geographically. In column (1) of 
Table 2.4, an increase of one percentage point in firm size raise the industry 
concentration by 0.9%, while in column (2) one-percentage increase in capital 
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intensity  leads to the increase in industry concentration by 1.9%.  In terms of the 
quantitative effect, the increasing return to scale measured by capital intensity (CAP) 
has far larger impact than by average plant size (SIZE) on industrial concentration. A 
one standard deviation increase in SIZE raises the industrial concentration by about 
1.9 percent, whereas a one standard deviation rise in CAP tends to favor industrial 
concentration by less than 1 percent.   
The second is to consider the intra-industry linkage effect. In Column (1), the proxy 
of intra-industry linkage effect (LINK) is found to have a positive but not significant 
coefficient. But in Column (2), its coefficient is statistically significant and positive. 
In Column (2), one percentage increase of intra-industry linkage is associated with a 
rise in industrial concentration by 1.5%. This implies that industries tend to 
concentrate spatially to take advantage of input and output linkages.  According to the 
results reported in column (2), a one standard deviation increase in LINK is associated 
with the rise in industrial concentration by 1.5 percent.  
Then, knowledge intensity is examined. The proxy of knowledge intensity is found to 
have a positive and significant coefficient. This is consistent with the hypothesis that 
knowledge-intensive industries are likely to cluster spatially to benefit from 
knowledge spillover. The quantitative significance of the knowledge intensity in 
industrial concentration is a bit lower. As shown in column (2) of Table 2.4, a one 
standard deviation increase in the proxy for the knowledge intensity leads to the 
increase in industrial concentration by around 0.5 percent.  
Finally, trade openness is considered. The result shows that the coefficient of trade 
openness is positive and statistically significant. This is consistent with the findings in 
literature that trade openness provides industries with strong incentives to 
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geographically concentrate. In column (2) of Table 2.4, the results illustrate that 
higher values in trade openness tend to favor industrial concentration more than 1 
percent.  
Table 2.4Basic regression results 
Dependent variable :  SCt-SCt-1 
Column(1) Column (2) 
Variables Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
Constant  -0.016* 1.927 -0.014* 1.824 
Initial level of concentration  
SCi,t-1  -0.485*** 4.517 -0.520*** 6.698 
Scale of economy  
SIZE 0.009*** 5.259 
CAP 0.019*** 4.242 
Intra-industry linkage effect  
LINK 0.004 0.566 0.015* 1.815 
Knowledge intensity  
KNOW 0.004* 1.79 0.005** 2.570 
Trade openness 
EXPO 0.005* 1.876 0.013*** 8.383 
Industry dummies Yes Yes 
Period dummies Yes Yes 
Adj R2 0.457 0.483 
No. of obs 115 115 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 
(PLS). *significance at 10% level; **significance at 5% level; ***significance at 1% level. 
 
2.5.2 Regression results with interaction effects 
Table 2.5-2.8 show the regression results where institutional measure is interacted 
with these variables associated with industry characteristics. The measures are 
transport network density, localism, concentration of nonagricultural population, and 
urbanization. The quantitative significance of their impact on industrial concentration 
is reported and the explanations depend on the results in column (2) for each table. 
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Table 2.5 shows the regression results in which transport network density is interacted 
with four proxies for industry characteristics. The coefficients on the interaction 
between the transport network density and the proxies for increasing returns to scale, 
intra-industry linkage effect, knowledge intensity, and trade openness are found to be 
positive and statistically significant, suggesting that the advances in infrastructure 
investment contribute to increasing industrial concentration. With respect to the 
quantitative effect, a one standard deviation increase in transport network density 
contributes to a 19.3 percent of rise in industrial concentration, in which 5.3 percent is 
raised by enhancing increasing returns of scale (measured by CAP), 7.2 percent by 
intra-industry linkage effect, 2.0 percent by knowledge density, and 4.9 percent by 
trade openness. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the development of market 
integration leads to the increase in industrial concentration by taking advantage of 
external economies.  
Table 2.6 illustrates the regression results in which localism is interacted with four 
proxies for industry characteristics. The coefficients on the interaction between 
localism and proxies for increasing returns to scale, intra-industry linkage effect, 
knowledge intensity, and trade openness are negative and statistically significant. This 
indicates that localism has had a negative effect on industrial concentration through 
restricting the localized industry-specific spillovers. This is consistent with the finding 
in Bai et al. (2004), who consider the average effect of localism on industry 
localization in China. In terms of the quantitative effect, a one standard deviation 
increase in localism leads to a 2.1 percent of decline in industrial concentration, in 
which 0.6 percent is due to increasing returns of scale (measured by CAP), 0.8 
percent by cost 
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Table 2.5Restricted least square regression results: interacting industry characteristics with 
transport network density 
Dependent variable :  SCi,t-SCi,t-1 
Column (1) Column(2) 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
α0 -0.023*** 3.012 -0.014** 2.358 
β1 -0.509*** 5.821 -0.526*** 6.576 
δ 
Scale of economy(δ1)  
SIZE -0.007* 1.688 
CAP -0.022*** 5.990 
Intra-industry linkage 
effect(δ2)  
LINK -0.044* 2.840 -0.031*** 3.309 
Knowledge intensity(δ3)  
KNOW -0.013*** 3.211 -0.009*** 2.922 
Trade openness(δ4)  
EXPO -0.011* 1.968 -0.021*** 3.670 
Institutional measures  




Industry dummies Yes Yes 
Adj R2 0.513 0.558 





LINK 0.022 0.016 
KNOW 0.007 0.005 
EXPO 0.006 0.011 
Interaction with transport density  
SIZE*TRAN 0.014 
CAP*TRAN 0.052 
LINK*TRAN 0.081 0.072 
KNOW*TRAN 0.025 0.020 
EXPO*TRAN 0.021 0.049 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 




Table 2.6Restricted least square regression results: interacting industry characteristics with 
localism 
Dependent variable :  SCi,t-SCi,t-1 
Column(1) Column (2) 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
α0 -0.033*** 3.593 -0.020*** 2.995 
β1 -0.498*** 5.864 -0.503*** 7.280 
δ 
Scale of economy(δ1)  
SIZE -0.017*** 4.079 
CAP -0.037*** 9.117 
Intra-industry linkage 
effect(δ2)  
LINK -0.059*** 2.734 -0.054*** 3.733 
Knowledge intensity(δ3)  
KNOW -0.018*** 3.024 -0.016*** 5.175 
Trade openness(δ4)  
EXPO -0.020** 2.356 -0.034*** 4.206 
Institutional measures  
TRAN(γ1) 
LOCAL (γ2) -0.186* 1.703 -0.296*** 2.746 
SOE(γ3) 
URT (γ4) 
Industry dummies Yes Yes 
Adj R2 0.503 0.537 





LINK 0.029 0.027 
KNOW 0.009 0.008 
EXPO 0.010 0.017 
Interaction with localism  
SIZE*LOCAL -0.002 
CAP*LOCAL -0.006 
LINK*LOCAL -0.005 -0.008 
KNOW*LOCAL -0.002 -0.002 
EXPO*LOCAL -0.002 -0.005 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 




linkage effect, 0.2 percent by knowledge density, and 0.5 percent by trade openness. 
This supports the hypothesis that localism has a negative effect on spatial 
concentration by restricting industries to exploit external economies.  
In Table 2.7, the interaction between the measure for the concentration of 
nonagricultural population (GINI) and the proxies for industry characteristics are 
considered. It is found that the GINI has a positive but not significant coefficient. This 
provides a weak support for the hypothesis that the integration of the domestic market 
leads to the increase in geographic concentration. The quantitative significance for the 
concentration of nonagricultural population is not considered.  
The regression outcomes in which the measure for urbanization (URAN) is interacted 
with the proxies for industry characteristics are presented in Table 2.8. The 
coefficients on the interaction between the urbanization and the proxies for increasing 
returns to scale, intra-industry linkage effect, knowledge intensity, and trade openness 
are found to be positive and significant, indicating that industries are likely to 
concentrate spatially as the economy experiences faster urbanization process. In terms 
of the quantitative effect, a one standard deviation increase in urbanization  results in 
a 0.046 percent of rise in industrial concentration, in which 0.009 percent  is raised by 
enhancing increasing returns of scale (measured by CAP), 0.014 percent by intra-
industry linkage effect, 0.004 percent by knowledge density, and 0.009 percent by 
trade openness. 
This analysis investigates the importance of China’s market development in 
determining industrial concentration. As the national domestic market expands and 
becomes more integrated, the gains arising from industry-specific characteristics 
associated with industrial agglomeration are likely to become stronger.  
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Table 2.7Restricted least square regression results: interacting industry characteristics with 
the concentration of nonagricultural population  
Dependent variable :  SCi,t-SCi,t-1 
Column (1) Column (2) 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
α0 -0.034*** 3.774 -0.109*** 3.488 
β1 -0.528*** 6.803 -0.546*** 7.627 
δ 
Scale of economy(δ1)  
SIZE -0.023* 1.756 
CAP -0.013* 1.634 
Intra-industry linkage 
effect(δ2)  
LINK -0.054** 2.275 -0.021* 1.792 
Knowledge intensity(δ3)  
KNOW -0.016** 2.453 -0.006* 1.623 
Trade openness(δ4)  
EXPO -0.020** 2.454 -0.015** 1.900 
Institutional measures  
TRAN(γ1) 
LOCAL (γ2) 
GINI(γ3) 0.127 0.136 3.131 1.013 
URT (γ4) 
Industry dummies Yes Yes 
Adj R2 0.474 0.547 





LINK 0.029 0.011 
KNOW 0.008 0.003 
EXPO 0.011 0.008 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 








Table 2.8Restricted least square regression results: interacting industry characteristics with 
the urbanization level  
Dependent variable :  SCi,t-SCi,t-1 
Column (1) Column (2) 
Coef T-stat Coef T-stat 
α0 -0.027*** 3.003 -0.015*** 2.3459 
β1 -0.509*** 5.799 -0.525*** 6.599 
δ 
Scale of economy(δ1)  
SIZE -0.008* 1.865 
CAP -0.022*** 4.975 
Intra-industry linkage 
effect(δ2)  
LINK -0.047** 2.596 -0.031*** 2.895 
Knowledge intensity(δ3)  
KNOW -0.014*** 2.936 -0.009*** 2.600 
Trade openness(δ4)  
EXPO -0.012** 2.312 -0.021*** 4.286 




URT (γ4) 0.006* 1.738 0.008** 2.175 
Industry dummies Yes Yes 
Adj R2 0.503 0.550 





LINK 0.024 0.016 
KNOW 0.007 0.005 
EXPO 0.006 0.011 
Interaction with urbanization level  
SIZE*URT 0.002*10(-2) 
CAP*URT 0.009*10(-2) 
LINK*URT 0.013*10(-2) 0.014*10(-2) 
KNOW*URT 0.004*10(-2) 0.004*10(-2) 
EXPO*URT 0.003*10(-2) 0.009*10(-2) 
Notes: Sample: 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005. Estimation techniques:  pooled least squares 




2.6   Concluding remarks  
This study looks at the trends in industrial concentration in China and examines the 
forces that produce them. In particular, this research investigates the influence of the 
process of market development on industrial concentration. Using data for 
manufacturing industries in China, it calculates the spatial concentration index, 
finding an increasing trend in industrial concentration. Then it matches the measures 
for spatial concentration in an industry with various industry characteristics that proxy 
for the potential importance of increasing returns and external economies. It is  found 
that the increasing returns to scale, intra-industry linkage effect, knowledge density, 
and trade openness are very important in determining such concentration.  
The research extends the current literature by considering the effect of market 
development on industrial concentration. The proxies for transport network intensity, 
concentration of nonagricultural population and urbanization are found to favor 
industrial concentration, whereas localism has a negative effect on geographic 
concentration. These suggest that the advances in the integration of the domestic 
market and income growth lead to the rise in industrial concentration by enhancing 
increasing returns and external economies.  
This chapter contributes to the literature in two ways. Firstly, it enriches the existing 
studies mainly focusing on U.S and European countries (for example, Kim 1995, 
Ellison and Glaeser 1997, and Devereux et al. 2004) by testing multiple sources of 
industrial concentration in the transitional economy. Secondly, it helps to evaluate 
economic efficiency of market development by looking at the evolution of the 
integration of internal market and its impact on industrial concentration. However, 
due to the limited data, there are many unanswered questions about the trends and the 
driving forces of industrial concentration in China. For example, linking this to 
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detailed data at a much disaggregated level both by industrial classification and 
regional unit of analysis enables researchers to explicitly test for the role of economic 


















Chapter 3  
Industry mobility and regional divergence 
 
 
3.1  Introduction 
Since the start of economic reform in the late 1970s, China has achieved rapid 
economic growth, but this was at the expense of a widening regional income gap. 
Recent literature has documented the major role played by the divergent industrial 
development in accounting for such rising disparity. Fujita and Hu (2001) examine 
the uneven regional development in China from the viewpoint of production 
agglomeration. They find the importance of regional export and FDI, non-state owned 
economy, and biased regional policies in influencing regional disparity.  Catin et al. 
(2005) investigate the spatial disparities of economic concentration in different stages 
of development in China. They find that openness and industrialization are two 
important factors in determining industrial concentration, and the limited regional 
diffusion of economic activities from the coastal to interior regions is one of the 
causes of the widening income divergence. The previous studies highlight the aspects 
of industrial growth across regions and identify the exogenous forces of uneven 
regional development in China. However, without these external forces, such as the 
preferential policies, the economic forces in new economic geography (NEG) still can 
lead to endogenous regional growth disparity. This chapter investigates how 
agglomeration forces relating to NEG affect regional development during China’s 
transition period.  
New economic geography (NEG) provides two predictions on the spatial equilibrium 
of regional development. The first is that the increase in industrial concentration leads 
to regional divergence. With increasing returns, industries are likely to concentrate 
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spatially. Factor mobility and decreasing trade costs interact with the internal 
agglomeration economies, leading to the self-agglomeration process. Such progress 
helps those industry centers keep their leadership, leading to regional disparity 
(Krugman 1991a). The second is industry life cycle hypothesis. In the early stages of 
industry development, industries tend to locate in regions with new technology and 
knowledge spillovers. As technology becomes standardized, firms move away from 
costly areas (Duranton and Puga 2001). The industry life cycle explanation predicts 
that industry mobility results in more even regional development. In China’s context, 
industry life cycle involves two aspects. One is the life cycle due to economic reform. 
As central planning is replaced by market forces, this life cycle process causes 
industries to relocate towards the areas that favor industrialization and international 
trade. The other is the life cycle due to maturing technology. As technology is 
standardized, firms are able to move towards areas with low cost of land and labor. 
Motivated by these theoretical arguments, this analysis examines the dynamics of 
regional divergence from the viewpoints of industry mobility.  
Firstly, the analysis decomposes industry mobility. Adopting the methodology in 
Dumais et al. (2002), the change of geographic concentration is disentangled into 
mean reversion in the state-industry employment shares and the randomness in the 
process of growth and decline. Furthermore, the size of randomness measures the 
degree of industry mobility, which can be attributable to two processes of industry 
dynamics, the decline and growth of industry center and the change in industrial 
concentration. These two components of industry mobility reflect the aforementioned 
two agglomeration forces relating to NEG. The decline and growth of industry center 
(mean reversion) is driven by industry life cycle process. The changes in industrial 
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concentration arise from several factors, increasing returns to scale, intra-industry 
linkage effect, technology intensity, and trade openness, as shown in Chapter 2.  
Then this chapter studies how these two components of industry mobility affect 
regional development in China. It looks at how industry mobility leads to the 
dynamics of regional development in China. It finds that there is shift in industrial 
concentration at the beginning of economic reform, which is consistent with industry 
life cycle process due to economic reform. This analysis also finds the evidence of the 
fast growth in coastal regions at the expense of interior ones since the 1990s, which is 
driven by the overall increasing industrial concentration. Therefore, industry mobility 
provides alternative way to examine the role of agglomeration forces in determining 
China’s regional development.   
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the divergent regional 
industrial development patterns in China are presented. Section 3.3 describes the basic 
methodology for measuring industry mobility and investigates the industry mobility 
patterns in China. Section 3.4 examines how industry mobility has led to the uneven 
regional development in China. Section 3.5 concludes.  
 
3.2  Divergent industry development across regions in China  
Since the end of 1970s, the rapid economic growth in China has brought about 
sectoral and spatial employment shifts. To show such shifts, the changes in industry 
value added share at the region level are analyzed. The provinces in China are 
grouped into six regions, the Metropolises, Northeast, Coast, Center, Northwest, and 
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the Southwest21. The value added data for 23 two-digit manufacturing sectors over the 
period of 1980-2005 are used in this analysis and the data source is presented in 
Appendix І. 
Figure 3.1 shows the manufacturing value added shares for these six regions at six 
points in time since 1980 (1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2005). There are two 
striking features about regional industry growth in China. The first is an overall 
concentration of manufacturing in China. In 1980, more than 50 percent of national 
manufacturing value added was produced in two regions, the Metropolises and Coast, 
whereas the interior regions, the Northwest and Southwest in particular, only 
contained 15% of national manufacturing value added. Moreover, this pattern remains 
largely unchanged (See Figure 3.1). 
 
Figure 3.1Regional share of all manufacturing value added: China 1980-2005  
Source: calculations by author.  
                                                     
21 The Metropolises include Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai. The Northeast includes Liaoning, Jilin, 
Heilongjiang. The Coast includes Hebei, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, and Guangdong 
(Hainnan is included in Guangdong province). The Center includes Shanxi, Anhui, Jiangxi, Henan, 
Hubei, and Hunan. The Northwest includes Inner Mongolia, Shananxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia and 
Xinjiang (Tibet is excluded due to missing data).  The Southwest includes Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, 
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The second feature is the shift toward the coast in manufacturing activities. Between 
1980 and 2005 the manufacturing value added share in the coastal provinces increased 
by 29%. Over the same period, the shares of national manufacturing value added in 
other regions, especially in the Metropolis and the Northeast, declined. The share of 
manufacturing value added in the Metropolises decreased by 14% during the period of 
1980-2005, and the Northeast by 10%.  Table 3.1 shows the changes in regional value 
added shares for two-digit manufacturing industries during the reform period in China. 
Most of the industries contributed to the agglomeration in the coastal provinces, with 
the exception of tobacco. In 1980,  for example, over 30% of value added in Food, 
Beverage, Textile, Wearing apparel, Leather and related products, Furniture and 
fixtures, Plastic, and Non-metallic mineral products was concentrated in the coastal 
provinces. By 2005, more than 60% of the valued added for them was produced in the 
coastal areas (Also see Appendix Ш: Table B1-6).  
Both these features of regional industry development suggest the mobility of 
industries. Industry mobility is the manifestation of industry life cycle, the increase in 
geographic concentration, or both. If it is driven by industry life cycle22, industry 
mobility leads to the decline of old centers and the growth of new ones, contributing 
to regional convergence in industry development. If the increase in concentration is at 
play, the mobility of industries could reinforce the industry center, resulting in 
regional divergence. This research seeks to investigate how the industry mobility 
affects the industrial development across regions in China by relating to these two 
agglomeration forces relating to NEG.  
                                                     
22 As mentioned above, industry life cycle means that the technology-driven shifts of industries across 
regions. In China’s context, the process of market reform is also the change in technology, which has 





Table 3.1Changes in regional value added shares for manufacturing: China, 1980-2005 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 
Total -0.14 -0.10 0.29 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 
Food -0.07 -0.02 0.12 0.02 0.01 -0.06 
Beverage -0.02 -0.05 0.05 -0.06 0.01 0.07 
Tobacco -0.02 -0.05 0.01 -0.09 0.00 0.15 
Textiles -0.25 -0.07 0.44 -0.07 -0.03 -0.03 
Apparel and footwear -0.14 -0.11 0.46 -0.07 -0.05 -0.08 
Leather -0.16 -0.10 0.50 -0.11 -0.08 -0.06 
Wood -0.18 -0.15 0.37 0.02 -0.03 -0.03 
Furniture -0.02 -0.07 0.32 -0.12 -0.06 -0.04 
Paper -0.13 -0.18 0.36 0.00 -0.01 -0.05 
Printing -0.07 -0.09 0.26 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 
Chemicals -0.29 -0.08 0.37 0.01 0.00 -0.01 
Drugs and medicines -0.18 -0.01 0.14 0.02 0.00 0.03 
Petroleum -0.03 -0.27 0.13 0.10 0.03 0.03 
Rubber -0.21 -0.11 0.42 -0.03 -0.02 -0.05 
Plastic -0.15 -0.07 0.26 -0.03 -0.01 0.00 
Non-metallic mineral products -0.06 -0.11 0.18 0.01 -0.03 0.00 
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals -0.12 -0.18 0.29 0.02 0.00 -0.02 
Fabricated metal products -0.16 -0.10 0.39 -0.04 -0.04 -0.05 
Machinery -0.14 -0.07 0.28 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 
Electric and electronic equipment -0.18 -0.10 0.44 -0.07 -0.03 -0.06 
Transport -0.04 -0.08 0.19 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 
Professional and scientific equipment -0.22 -0.09 0.42 -0.01 -0.04 -0.06 
Others -0.50 -0.06 0.62 -0.04 -0.01 -0.02 
Notes: R1- the Metropolis, R2- the Northeast, R3-the Coast, R4-the Central, R5- the Northwest, R6-the 
Southwest. Source: calculations by the author. 
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3.3  Industry mobility in China 1980-2005 
3.3.1 The basic framework for industry mobility 
This section provides a framework to measure the extent to which industries shift 
across industries. According to Dumais et al. (2002), industry mobility is interpreted 
as the randomness in the industry growth rates for a specific region. The movement of 
industry thus is related to two phenomena of industry dynamics, the decline and 
growth of the industry center and the change in industrial concentration. Subsequently, 
the way of calculating the extent to which industry shifts across regions is presented. 
In the first place, following Dumais et al. (2002), a regression in which the change in 
the region-industry value added share is a function of the growth of the region’s 
average value added share and the difference between initial region-industry share 
and the region’s average value added share is considered. Accordingly, the regression 
specification of the change in region-industry value added shares is constructed as 
follows:  
 ∆x୩୧୲ ൌ αෝ୩୲ ൅ β෠୩ሺx୩୧୲ െ x୧୲ሻ ൅ γො୩∆x୧୲ ൅ εො୩୧୲ , (3.1)  
where ∆x୩୧୲ is the change in the value added share of industry k  in region i between  
year t ൅ 1 and year  t,  ∆x୧୲ is the change for region i’s share of average industry 
value added between year t ൅ 1 and year t, αෝ୩୲, β෠୩୲ ,and γො୩୲ are estimated coefficients, 
and εො୩୧୲ is an estimated error term. This regression is specified so that each variable 
has mean zero and two regressors are orthogonal. Thus, under OLS estimation, it 
should have αෝ୩ ൌ 0 and γො ୩ ൌ 1. 
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Next, the changes in the level of geographic concentration for industry i  at year t 
(∆G୩୲) 
23 is disentangled  as follows: 
ܩ௞௧ାଵ െ ܩ௞௧ ൌ ෍ሺݔ௞௜௧ାଵ െ ݔ௜௧ାଵሻଶ െ෍ሺݔ௞௜௧ െ ݔ௜௧ሻଶ
௜௜
















ଶ ൅ 2ߚመ௞௧൯ܩ௞௧ ൅෍ሺߝ௞̂௜௧ሻଶ
௜
 
    , (3.2) 
In equation (3.2), the change in raw concentration is decomposed into the sum of two 
terms: mean reversion and the randomness shock (dispersion). The first part in the 
decomposition,ቀ2β෠୩୲ ൅ β෠୩୲
ଶ
ቁ G୩୲ , captures the effects of growth or contraction of 
industrial centers. The  β෠୩୲  is called mean reversion. The  β෠୩୲  is expected to be 
negative. The second term in the decomposition, ∑ εො୩୧୲୧  ଶ(always more than zero), is 
the randomness. The magnitude of randomness accounts for the degree of 
heterogeneity in the experience of regions that initially have similar levels of 
geographic concentration for a given industry. It will be larger when some industry 
centers fail while others succeed, or if some regions are more attractive for new plants 
than others. Therefore, the magnitude of geographic concentration is determined by 
the two counterbalancing factors, mean reversion and the randomness.  
                                                     
23 Similar to the spatial concentration index ሺSC) in Chapter 2,  the G୩୲is defined as 
G୩୲ ൌ ∑ ሺx୩୧୲ െ x୧୲ሻଶ୧  , where x୩୧୲ is the share of region s in industry k for year t . x୧୲ is the region i’s 
share of total industry activity for year t, and x୧୲ ൌ
ଵ
N




Then, industry mobility is considered. The randomness in the region-industry share in 
equation (3.2) ሺ∑ εො୩୧୲୩  ଶ) is used to measure the magnitude of industry mobility. The 
amounts of industry mobility thus are attributable to two factors. The first is how 
rapid the contraction and growth of the industry center is, represented by mean 
reversion component in equation (3.2). The other is the change in the level of 
industrial concentration, represented by ∆G୩୲  . The increase in ∆G୩୲  and mean 
reversion suggest the amounts of industry mobility. Holding the level of industrial 
concentration constant, the industry mobility and mean reversion should be equal in 
magnitudes.    
3.3.2 Industry mobility pattern 
The specification (3.1) is firstly estimated by pooling industry-level data for 28 
provinces over five time periods since 1980(1980-1985, 1985-1990, 1990-1995, 
1995-2000, and 2000-2005). The regression is conducted separately for each sub-
period group by introducing industry dummies. There are 644 observations for each 
group. Based on the estimates, the industry mobility is then calculated. The data 
source is presented in Appendix І.  
Estimates of ߚመ  
The estimated coefficients of mean reversion ( ߚመሻ are reported in Table 3.2. The 
estimated  ߚመݏ   are observed to vary across industries and over time periods. As 
evidenced from the average cross-industry coefficients, there is a bell-shape trend in  
ߚመ  . In the first two periods (1980-1985 and 1985-1990), the manufacturing industries 
in China have experienced mean reversion, as reflected by negative ߚመs. The rate of 
mean reversion is -0.169 in value for the first period of 1980-1985. The rate is -0.108 
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in value in the second period of 1985-1990, which is lower than for the first period.  
In the next two periods, the average estimated coefficients of mean reversion ( ߚመሻ are 
positive. It is 0.037 in value for the period 1990-1995, and 0.005 for the period of 
1995-2000. The positive estimated coefficients suggest no mean reversion during the 
1990s. In the last period 2000-2005, the average estimated ߚመ  is -0.070 in value, 
implying the existence of mean reversion.  
The change in the estimated coefficients of mean reversion ( ߚመሻ can be linked to the 
process of market development in China. Prior to economic reform, the attempts at 
achieving local self-efficiency led to the duplication of industrial structure across 
provinces in China. This inefficient location of industries was also accompanied by 
the ‘Third Front’ policy of relocating the large industrial firms towards interior 
regions (Wen 2004). Since the end of the 1970s, market economy elements have been 
introduced into the Chinese economy. It has brought the market competition into 
industries and changed the monopolistic structure of Chinese industries dominated by 
state-owned enterprises (SOEs). Many industries (in particular light industries) have 
relocated towards the coastal regions to take advantage of geography and preferential 
regional development policies24, causing the decline of industry centers of central 
planning. At the same time, in the process of incremental reform, local governments 
in China also desired to protect the local market of the local SOEs, which led to 
regional convergence in industry structure in the 1980s (Young 2000). The formation 
of industrial centers in the coastal regions contributes to mean reversion on the  
 
                                                     
24 At the beginning of the reform period, China adopted regional development policies emphasizing 
coastal regions over interior ones. For example, China subsidized FDI in prefecture-level cities and 
encouraged FDI and international trade in the coastal areas through tax breaks (Fujita et al. 2004). 
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Table 3.2Parameter estimates for mean reversion (β)  
 
Estimated coefficient of β 






























































































































































































































































Average -0.169 -0.108 0.037 0.005 -0.070 
Adj R2 0.611 0.463 0.468 0.341 0.426 




region-industry value added share change during the 1980s25, which is consistent with 
industry life cycle explanations. Then the manufacturing industries have become 
increasingly concentrated in the coastal provinces that favor industrialization and 
international trade. The growing concentration in these provinces is interpreted as 
‘self-agglomeration’ (Fujita and Hu 2001), accounting for the positive estimated 
coefficients of ߚመ  during the 1990s.  
The magnitudes of industry mobility 
Based on the regression results for specification (3.1), the magnitudes of industry 
mobility for different industries over time periods are calculated. The corresponding 
amplitudes of mean reversion rates and the change in industrial concentration for each 
industry are also considered. In general, there has been large industry mobility in 
China since the 1980s, most of which is driven by the change in industrial 
concentration. 
Table 3.3 contains the correlation coefficients among the industry mobility, mean 
reversion and the change in industrial concentration. It is illustrated that the change in 
industrial concentration and industry mobility are highly correlated (0.851), whereas 
the correlation between mean reversion and industry mobility is relatively lower 
(0.033). These suggest that the change in industrial concentration is very important in 
accounting for industry mobility. Subsequently, the patterns of industry mobility 
across industries and over time are examined.  
 
                                                     
25 Naughton (2003) finds that the manufacturing industries (such as textiles) have increasingly shifted 
away from the municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai) as these three cities have moved to 
develop tertiary industries. This also contributes to mean reversion.  
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Table 3.3Correlation matrix among mobility, mean reversion and change in concentration 
(Pooled data)   
115 observations (23 industries over 5 periods)  
Mobility Mean reversion 
Change in 
concentration 
Mobility  1.000  
Mean reversion 0.033 1.000  
Change in concentration 0.852 0.551 1.000 
Source: calculations by the author.  
 
The first is to investigate the trends in the mobility of industries since the 1980s, 
which are reported in Table 3.4. The magnitudes of mean reversion and the change in 
industrial concentration are also involved. In all five periods, industry mobility has 
experienced a bell-shaped trend: it tends to increase in the first three periods, and then 
decrease in the latter two periods. During the first period of 1980-1985, the average 
degree of industry mobility was 0.141 in value. Then it increased to 0.320 in the 
second period of 1990-1995 and to 0.445 in the third period of 1990-1995. After that, 
it began to decline with a value of 0.331 for the period of 1995-2000 and a value of 
0.316 from 2000 to 2005. As evidenced in Table 3.3, the change in industrial 
concentration is the main source of industry mobility. In particular, for the periods of 
1990-1995 and 1995-2000, industry mobility is dominated by the change in industrial 
concentration since there is no mean reversion. The evolution of industry mobility can 
be related to China’s economic development process. During the period 1990-1995, 
manufacturing industries in China had experienced the largest industry mobility. This 
relates to the beginning of China’s full opening to the global economy following 
Deng Xiaoping’s southern campaign for renewed economic reform. Then the industry 




Table 3.4Mobility, Mean reversion, and change in concentration over time periods 
Time periods Mobility Mean reversion 
Change in 
concentration 
1980-1985 0.141 -0.289 -0.149 
1985-1990 0.320 -0.176 0.144 
1990-1995 0.445 0.174 0.619 
1995-2000 0.331 0.048 0.379 
2000-2005 0.316 -0.082 0.233 
Source: calculations by the author.  
 
Table 3.5Mobility, Mean reversion, and change in concentration across industries 
Mobility pattern 
Mobility Mean reversion 
Change in 
concentration 
Food 0.357 -0.062 0.295 
Beverage 0.195 -0.111 0.084 
Tobacco 0.207 0.147 0.354 
Textiles 0.129 0.135 0.264 
Apparel and footwear 0.612 0.134 0.747 
Leather 0.630 -0.128 0.502 
Wood 0.569 -0.472 0.097 
Furniture 0.358 -0.068 0.290 
Paper 0.311 -0.045 0.266 
Printing 0.393 -0.004 0.389 
Chemicals 0.250 -0.295 -0.045 
Drugs and medicines 0.543 -0.224 0.319 
Petroleum 0.181 -0.306 -0.125 
Rubber 0.286 0.273 0.560 
Plastic 0.181 -0.090 0.090 
Non-metallic mineral products 0.181 -0.123 0.058 
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 0.125 -0.122 0.003 
Fabricated metal products 0.385 -0.008 0.377 
Machinery 0.201 0.258 0.460 
Electric and electronic equip 0.298 0.232 0.530 
Transport 0.231 -0.093 0.138 
Professional and scientific equip 0.402 -0.263 0.138 
Cultural and sports goods 0.113 -0.263 -0.150 
Source: calculations by the author. 
 
The second is to look at the cross-industry industry mobility pattern. Table 3.5 
illustrates the industry mobility, the corresponding magnitudes of mean reversion and 
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the change in industrial concentration. It is observed that manufacturing industries in 
China have experienced considerable amounts of mobility during the reform period, 
but the magnitudes vary across industries. The average over the period 1980-2005 is 
highest in Leather (0.630) and lowest in Cultural and sports goods (0.113). The 
importance of the change in industrial concentration in driving industry mobility is 
also evidenced in Table 3.5.  For fifteen of the twenty three industries, the amount of 
industry mobility is attributable to the change in industrial concentration. In particular, 
for the industries, such as Tobacco, Textiles, Apparel and footwear, Rubber, 
Machinery, and Electric and electronic equipment, there is no mean reversion and the 
change in industrial concentration appears to be the dominating source of industry 
mobility. The mobility of the remaining industries, such as Beverage, Wood, 
Chemicals, Petroleum, Non-metallic mineral products, Ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals, Professional and scientific equipment, and Cultural and sports goods, are 
mostly driven by mean reversion. This suggests that the effect of mean reversion is 
not negligible.  
 
3.4   Regional divergence and industry mobility 
This section looks at how industry mobility across industries affects regional gains 
over the time periods. The connection between industry mobility, represented by 
mean reversion and the change in industrial concentration, and regional GDP shares 
across industries is estimated using the following statistical model: 
∆ܩܦ ௞ܲ௜௧ ൌ ߜ௜ ൅ ߠ௧ ൅ ߛ כ ܯܴ௞௧ ൅ ߠ כ ∆ܩ௞௧ ൅ ߱௞௜௧ , (3.3) 
where ∆ܩܦ ௞ܲ௜௧  is the change in region ݅’s GDP share of industry ݇ from year ݐ to 
year ݐ ൅ 1. ܯܴ௞௧ denotes the rate of mean reversion for industry ݇ during the time 
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period ݐ to ݐ ൅ 1 . ∆ܩ௞௧ is the change in geographic concentration for industry ݇ from 
year ݐ to year ݐ ൅ 1. ߜ௜ and ߠ௧ are region and period dummies. The final term, ߱௞௜௧, is 
the residual.  
To estimate (3.3), the province-industry-year observations are pooled for six great 
regions (the Metropolises, Northeast, Coast, Central, Northwest, and Southwest). This 
produces 69 observations for the Metropolis and Northeast in each time period, 
respectively. It also generates 138 observations for the Coast, Center, and Northwest 
in each time period, respectively. For the regions in the Southwest, there are 92 
observations for each time period. The estimation takes a system least squares 
technique in which the region (greater region) and period effect are assumed to be 
fixed26.  
The estimation results from specification (3.3) are reported in Table 3.6. The spatial 
mobility of industries is found to have important impacts on regional divergence in 
China during the reform period of 1980-2005. Overall the industry mobility generally 
leads to the fast growth in the coastal regions at the expense of other regions. But the 
dynamics of regional development is driven by different agglomeration forces relating 
to NEG at different periods. In the first three sub-periods, the coefficients of the 
effects of mean reversion on the change in industry value added shares are negative 
and significant for the Metropolises, Northeast, and Southwest, whereas the 
coefficient is positive and significant for the coastal regions. During the same periods, 
the effects of the change in industrial concentration are found to be negatively related 
to the change in industry value added shares for the all the regions with the exception 
of the coastal areas. These suggest the relative importance of mean reversion in 
                                                     
26 This estimation considers region dummies for 6 regions (the Metropolises, Northeast, Coast, Center, 
Northwest, and Southwest) rather than for 28 provinces.  
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accounting for the changes in industry value added shares at the beginning of 
economic reform, which is consistent with industry life cycle due to economic reform. 
The industrial adjustment to market incentives leads to the decline of industry centers 
in the period of central planning and the growth of industrial centers in the coastal 
regions, leading to regional convergence in industry development.  
As shown in Table 3.6, during the latter two periods, the coefficients of mean 
reversion and the growth in industrial concentration on the change in industry value 
added shares are still positive and significant for the coastal regions, suggesting that 
new industry entries have been likely to agglomerate in the new formed industry 
centers since the 1990s. Such self-agglomeration supports the increasing 
concentration arguments. Meanwhile, the coefficients of the increase in industrial 
concentration on the change in value added shares are found to be negative for the 
Center, Northwest, and Southwest, showing no clear evidence of industry life cycle 
process due to maturing technology.  
Therefore, the findings in this chapter imply that the agglomeration forces relating to 
NEG can lead to the endogenous evolution in regional development. The industry life 
cycle due to economic reform had driven the regional convergence in industry growth 
in China during the 1980s, whereas the increasing industrial concentration has led to 
the widening disparity in industry development between coastal and interior regions 
since the 1990s. China’s data fails to present the evidence of industry shift away from 
the coastal regions towards surrounding interior ones due to technology-driven life 
cycle process.  
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Table 3.6Industry mobility and regional growth 
R1  R2  R3  R4  R5  R6 


































































































































     
No. of Obs 69  69  138  138  138  92 
Notes: Six regions: R1- the Metropolis, R2- the Northeast, R3-the Coast, R4-the Central, R5- the Northwest, R6-the Southwest.  MR is the absolute value of the rate of mean 
reversion. In the estimation, the province-industry-year observations are pooled for these six great regions. This produces 69 observations for the Metropolis and Northeast in 
each time period, respectively. It also generates 138 observations for the Coast, Center, and Northwest in each time period, respectively. For the regions in the Southwest, 
there are 92 observations for each time period. If there is no mean reversion, as reflected by positive ߚመ , this research take the negative value of ߚመ . * significance at 10% level; 
** significance at 5% level; *** significance at 1% level. 
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3.5   Concluding remarks 
This chapter accounts for regional divergence in China from the viewpoint of industry 
mobility. Industry mobility is decomposed into two dynamic processes, mean 
reversion and the change in industrial concentration, which reflects the agglomeration 
forces relating to new economic geography (NEG). The former is due to industry life 
cycle process, whereas the latter is driven by the increase in industrial concentration. 
This analysis investigates how these two processes lead to the dynamics of regional 
development in China during the period of 1980-2005. 
Applying the decomposition method by Dumais et al. (2002), this research measures 
the degree of industry mobility using China’s data on manufacturing industries. It 
finds that there is a large spatial mobility for Chinese manufacturing industries, 
mainly driven by the increasing geographic concentration. Then it presents a 
preliminary investigation into how the two components of industry mobility, mean 
reversion and the change in industrial concentration, affect regional development. The 
empirical work correlates the industry mobility with regional gains in industry GDP 
shares over the time period. It finds that industry mobility led to the decline of interior 
regions and growth of the coastal regions in manufacturing productions in the 
beginning of economic reform, which is consistent with the industry life cycle 
hypothesis due to economic reform. The industries propensity to agglomerate in the 
coastal regions since the 1990s supports the argument based on increasing industrial 
concentration.  
This analysis relies on value added data at the province level. It cannot provide 
evidence of the decentralization of industries in China towards the interior areas due 
to standardized technology. Looking at the industry mobility data within provinces 
might enable researchers to test such arguments on industrial agglomeration.    
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Conclusion of thesis 
 
This dissertation has investigated three spatial aspects of recent economic 
development in China, namely, regional specialization, industrial concentration, and 
regional divergence. The process of market liberalization and openness to 
international trade has brought about efficient production gains for China’s regional 
development. Economic reform efforts have allowed to agglomeration forces to work 
in the Chinese economy, leading to the increasing in regional specialization and 
industrial concentration. On the other hand, the agglomeration forces have also 
resulted in the widening regional disparity by relocating resources and investment 
towards the coastal regions in China.  However, the findings in this research suggest 
that, as agglomeration forces continue to be operative in China’s economy and all 
regions have achieved great improvement in industrial productivity, the regional 
disparity will decelerate and then decrease.  This research work makes contributions 
to the literature on economic geography and development and to the understanding of 
China’s economic development.   
This research moves beyond previous literature, which focuses on some specific 
issues in regional development in China, such as market integration (see Kumar 1994, 
Naughton 2003, and Young 2000), regional inequality (see Fujita and Hu 2001, 
Démurger et al. 2002), urban concentration (see Au and Henderson 2005), and the 
relation between trade and regional specialization (see Bai et al. 2004 and 2008). 
Moreover, using China’s data to test the theoretical hypothesis this research enriches 
the extant literature on international integration, such as the spatial impacts of the 
evolution of integrated Europe Union (EU) (see Puga 2002, Breinlich 2006) and that 
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of the North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) (Hanson 1998 and 2005, Head and 
Ries 2001).  
This dissertation has informed policy discussions on regional economic development. 
One of the key findings highlights the important role of regional interaction in 
promoting economic growth. The income growth in one region makes itself to be 
diversified. At the same time, it makes other surrounding regions to be specialized by 
taking advantage of the larger market. The regional income growth can be identified 
as public good for all other regions within the economy. Thus, this finding proposes 
the central government subsidy in local government spending on education and public 
health program. Another important finding in this thesis is that regional integration 
helps to expand domestic market. This suggests that central government could put 
more investment in interregional transportation infrastructure and further mitigate 
localism practices to reduce interregional trade costs. 
Some limitations of this research need to be brought to attention. This dissertation 
relies on the published data at the aggregate level since the consistent disaggregate 
level data are not publicly available. This leaves many important issues unexplored, 
such as the decentralization of manufacturing industries and regional convergence, 
employment reallocation and regional integration. Given the limitation of the data, 
caution should also be made in policy recommendation. This research does not cover 
all reform processes, and thus cannot explain all spatial aspects of economic 
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Appendix І Dataset: sources 
The database is constructed from a variety of published data sources by National 
Bureau of Statistics (NBS) in China. It contains two sets of data. One is the industry-
level data, which consists of 23 two-digit manufacturing sectors in 28 Chinese 
provinces for 1980, 1985, and 1988-2005. The other is the regional economic data, 
which covers 25-year period (1980-2005) and 28 provinces in China. The appendix 
describes the regional coverage, the manufacturing sectors involved, the regional 
economic data and industry-level data sources. 
1. Regional coverage 
There are 31 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under China’s 
central government. This sample in this research has 28 province-level regions. 
Hainan gained the status of a province in 1988, and its data is aggregated into the 
Guangdong province. The Chongqing was given a municipality status from 1997 and 
its data is included in Sichuan province.  Tibet is excluded due to missing data. 
These 28 regions involved are as follows: Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai (The 
Metropolises); Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang (The Northeast); Hebei, Jiangsu, 
Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong, and Guangdong (The Coast); Shanxi, Anhui, Jiangxi, 
He’nan, Hubei, and Hunan (The Center); Inner Mongolia, Shananxi, Gansu, Qinghai, 





2. Manufacturing sectors  
Since the end of 1970s, China has changed its industrial classification of national 
economy twice, one of which was conducted in 1984 and the other in 1994. Such 
changes have led to the difference in the nomenclature of and the number of 
manufacturing sectors between the period of 1984-1994 and of 1995-2005. Due to the 
inconsistency in classification methods, the raw data from the statistics compiled and 
released by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) in China are categorized into 23 
manufacturing sectors using ISIC system (International Standard Industrial 
Classification). The modifications for the manufacturing sectors are illustrated in 
Appendix Table 1.  
3. Regional economic data source 
The data on GDP, GDP per capita, GDP inflator, total population, population in urban 
areas, nonagricultural population, urban labor force, wage income for urban residents, 
consumer price index, total industrial employment, industrial employment in state-
owned enterprises, export value, accumulated foreign direct investment (FDI), 
transportation (railway and highway network length per square kilometers) at the 
national and provincial level are from the following sources: the China Compendium 
of Statistics 1949-2004 , the China Statistical Yearbook for 1990-2006, the China’s 
Provincial Statistics 1949-1989, and the provincial statistical yearbooks for 2006. 
The distance between two regions (their capital cities) is obtained by using GIS 
(Geographic Information System). The spatial distances between two capital cities are 




4. Industry-level data source 
The value added data of 23 manufacturing industries for 28 provinces are obtained 
from: the China Industry Census for 1985, which provides data for both 1980 and 
1985; the China Industry Census for 1995; the China Statistical Yearbook on Industry 
Economy for 1988-1994, 1997, 1998-2003, and 200627; the China Economic Census 
for 2004, and the provincial statistical yearbooks for 1995 and 200628. 
The data on number of firms, gross value of industrial output, total industrial 
employment, employment for state-owned enterprises (SOEs), net fix assets and 
investment, total sales for 23 manufacturing industries at the national level are 
obtained from the following sources: the Comprehensive Statistical Data and 
Materials for Industries, Power Resources, Energy Consumption, and Transportation 
in China 1949-1999; the China Statistical Yearbook on Industry Economy for 2000-
2004, and 2006; and the China Economic Census 2004.  
The data on export value is mainly from three sources as follows: the database of 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) for 1980-2003; the 
China Economic Census 2004; and the China Statistical Yearbook on Industry 
Economy for 2005-2006. The exports are first translated into Chinese Yuan using the 
exchange rates available from the China’s Statistical Yearbook in the corresponding 
years.   
 
 
                                                     
27 For 1995-1996 and 2005, there was no publication of the China Statistical Yearbook on Industry 
Economy in China.   
28  The China Statistical Yearbook on Industry Economy for 2006 provides value added data for 
21manufacturing industries across Chinese regions. The data for the other industries are from the 
provincial statistical yearbooks for 2006.  
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Appended Table A Maps between China’s statistical sector classification and ISIC 
classification 
# Industry ISIC code Sectors in China's  statistics 
1 Food 311-12 Food processing, food production  
2 Beverage 313 Beverage production 
3 Tobacco 314 Tobacco production 
4 Textiles 321 Textile industry 
5 Apparel and footwear 322-24 Garments and other fiber products 
6 Leather 323 Leather, furs, down and related products 
7 Wood 331 
 
Timber processing, bamboo, cane, palm fiber and 
straw products 
8 Furniture 332 Furniture manufacturing 
9 Paper 341 Papermaking and paper products 
10 Printing 342 Printing and record medium reproduction 
11 Chemicals 351 
 
Raw chemical materials and chemical products, 
Chemical fibers 
12 Drugs and medicines 352 Medical and pharmaceutical products 
13 Petroleum 353-54 
 
Petroleum refining, coking, and gas production 
and supply 
14 Rubber 355 Rubber products 
15 Plastic 356 Plastic products 
16 Non-metallic products 361-62-69 Nonmetal mineral products 
17 
Ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals 371-72 
Smelting and pressing for ferrous and nonferrous 
metals 
18 Fabricated metal products 381 Metal products 
19 Machinery 382 
Ordinary machinery and special purpose 
equipment 
20 
Electric and electronic 
equipment 383 
 
Electric equipment and machinery, Electronics 
and telecommunications 
21 Transport 384 Transportation equipment 
22 
 
Professional and scientific 
equipment 385 
Instruments, meters, cultural and clerical 
machinery 
23 
Cultural, educational, and 





Appendix П Variables: constructions  
The variables in Chapter 1 are constructed as follows: 
1. Transport network density variable 
For region i, this research calculates its road density and railway density, noted as  
RoD୧  and  RaD୧  , respectively. Then, this analysis weights them with the road 
transportation volume and the railway transportation volume to get the transportation 
network index for region ݅  at year ݐ as follows: 
  TD୧,୲ ൌ aଵ,୧,୲RoD୧,୲൅aଶ,୧,୲RaD୧,୲, (A1) 
where aଵ୧୲ represents the percentage of the road transportation volume and  aଶ୧୲ is that 
of railway for region i in year t . And,  aଵ,୧,୲ ൅ aଶ,୧,୲ ൌ 1. 
 
2. Market size variable 
The ܱܲ ௜ܲ,௧  is defined as the total urban population for region i at year ݐ . Then 
regional size potential is constructed as follows: 
ܱܶܲ ௜ܲ,௧ ൌ ܱܲ ௜ܲ,௧ כ ܶܦ௜,௧, (A2) 
 
3. Trade linkages variables 
(1) Market size potential 
The size potential variable is constructed as follows: 







௞ஷ௜ , (A3) 
where ݅ ൌ 1,… ,28.  ݀௜௞ is the spatial distance between region ݅ and its trading partner 




(2) Local demand potential 
The PWAGE୧,୲ is defined as the wage income per capita in value weighted by year-by-
year consumption price index for region ݅ at year ݐ. Then regional demand potential is 
constructed as follows:  







௞ஷ௜ , (A4)  
where ݅ ൌ 1,… ,28. ݀௜௞ is the spatial distance between region ݅ and its trading partner 
݇ . 2sd is the standard distance and it is computed as 1.5 times of distance between 
Beijing and Shanghai. 
 
4. Openness to international trade 
The ܧܺܲ ௜ܱ௧  is defined as the value of export in local currency by region ݅ for year 
t. ܩܦ ௜ܲ௧ is the total GDP (in current value) for region ݅ at year t. Then the variable of 
openness to international trade is constructed as follows: 
ܱܲܧ ௜ܰ,௧ ൌ ܧܺܲ ௜ܱ,௧/ܩܦ ௜ܲ,௧, (A5) 
 
5. Total income variable 
Then total income is constructed as follows:  








6. Total income potential variable 
The regional demand potential is constructed as follows:  







௞ஷ௜ , (A7) 
where ݅ ൌ 1,… ,28. ݀௜௞ is the spatial distance between region ݅ and its trading partner 
݇ . 2sd is the standard distance and it is computed as 1.5 times of distance between 
















Appendix Ш Tables: regional industrial shares   
This appendix presents the tables of regional industrial shares for 1980-2005 in 
Chapter 3. 
Appended Table B.1Regional shares of value added for manufacturing sectors, 1980 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Total 
Food 0.13 0.12 0.37 0.17 0.06 0.15 1.00
Beverage 0.11 0.12 0.36 0.22 0.05 0.14 1.00
Tobacco 0.12 0.08 0.27 0.33 0.04 0.16 1.00
Textiles 0.29 0.08 0.33 0.18 0.06 0.05 1.00
Apparel and footwear 0.26 0.14 0.32 0.14 0.05 0.09 1.00
Leather 0.20 0.13 0.32 0.18 0.09 0.09 1.00
Wood 0.21 0.27 0.24 0.14 0.05 0.09 1.00
Furniture 0.15 0.14 0.36 0.19 0.07 0.09 1.00
Paper 0.18 0.20 0.31 0.17 0.03 0.10 1.00
Printing 0.24 0.12 0.26 0.19 0.06 0.11 1.00
Chemicals 0.38 0.14 0.22 0.13 0.04 0.09 1.00
Drugs and medicines 0.30 0.12 0.29 0.14 0.06 0.09 1.00
Petroleum 0.13 0.47 0.25 0.10 0.06 0.00 1.00
Rubber 0.30 0.17 0.26 0.15 0.03 0.09 1.00
Plastic 0.26 0.11 0.41 0.13 0.03 0.06 1.00
Non-metallic mineral products 0.13 0.17 0.35 0.21 0.07 0.08 1.00
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 0.23 0.28 0.11 0.20 0.07 0.11 1.00
Fabricated metal products 0.30 0.14 0.30 0.13 0.05 0.08 1.00
Machinery 0.30 0.15 0.26 0.15 0.06 0.08 1.00
Electric and electronic equipment 0.35 0.13 0.27 0.12 0.05 0.08 1.00
Transport 0.21 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.06 0.11 1.00
Professional and scientific equipment 0.40 0.12 0.24 0.09 0.06 0.09 1.00
Others 0.63 0.07 0.18 0.07 0.01 0.04 1.00
Notes: R1- the Metropolis, R2- the Northeast, R3-the Coast, R4-the Central, R5- the Northwest, R6-the 
Southwest. Source: calculations by the author. 
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Appended Table B.2Regional shares of value added by manufacturing sectors, 1985 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Total 
Food 0.12 0.12 0.38 0.16 0.07 0.14 1.00
Beverage 0.08 0.15 0.35 0.21 0.05 0.15 1.00
Tobacco 0.10 0.06 0.25 0.34 0.04 0.21 1.00
Textiles 0.21 0.08 0.41 0.18 0.06 0.06 1.00
Apparel and footwear 0.24 0.12 0.38 0.14 0.05 0.07 1.00
Leather 0.16 0.13 0.36 0.17 0.09 0.09 1.00
Wood 0.17 0.33 0.22 0.14 0.06 0.08 1.00
Furniture 0.13 0.13 0.39 0.19 0.07 0.09 1.00
Paper 0.14 0.19 0.34 0.19 0.04 0.11 1.00
Printing 0.23 0.12 0.29 0.18 0.06 0.12 1.00
Chemicals 0.33 0.15 0.25 0.14 0.04 0.09 1.00
Drugs and medicines 0.20 0.16 0.35 0.16 0.05 0.09 1.00
Petroleum 0.12 0.40 0.28 0.14 0.06 0.00 1.00
Rubber 0.25 0.16 0.30 0.18 0.04 0.08 1.00
Plastic 0.20 0.11 0.48 0.13 0.03 0.06 1.00
Non-metallic mineral products 0.10 0.15 0.38 0.21 0.06 0.10 1.00
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 0.19 0.23 0.14 0.23 0.08 0.13 1.00
Fabricated metal products 0.24 0.16 0.33 0.14 0.05 0.08 1.00
Machinery 0.23 0.15 0.30 0.16 0.06 0.09 1.00
Electric and electronic equipment 0.26 0.12 0.36 0.12 0.06 0.08 1.00
Transport 0.18 0.22 0.21 0.23 0.06 0.10 1.00
Professional and scientific equipment 0.32 0.13 0.28 0.10 0.07 0.10 1.00
Others 0.52 0.06 0.29 0.08 0.01 0.04 1.00
Notes: R1- the Metropolis, R2- the Northeast, R3-the Coast, R4-the Central, R5- the Northwest, R6-the 















Appended Table B.3Regional shares of value added by manufacturing sectors, 1990 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Total 
Food 0.09 0.12 0.39 0.17 0.08 0.15 1.00
Beverage 0.08 0.12 0.40 0.20 0.06 0.14 1.00
Tobacco 0.08 0.05 0.22 0.25 0.06 0.34 1.00
Textiles 0.15 0.07 0.49 0.16 0.06 0.07 1.00
Apparel and footwear 0.19 0.10 0.51 0.12 0.04 0.04 1.00
Leather 0.13 0.08 0.54 0.12 0.07 0.06 1.00
Wood 0.09 0.27 0.32 0.16 0.06 0.08 1.00
Furniture 0.10 0.11 0.48 0.18 0.06 0.07 1.00
Paper 0.09 0.19 0.38 0.19 0.04 0.10 1.00
Printing 0.18 0.11 0.35 0.17 0.07 0.12 1.00
Chemicals 0.22 0.13 0.36 0.16 0.04 0.10 1.00
Drugs and medicines 0.15 0.20 0.36 0.15 0.05 0.09 1.00
Petroleum 0.09 0.37 0.32 0.14 0.07 0.01 1.00
Rubber 0.19 0.14 0.36 0.18 0.04 0.08 1.00
Plastic 0.11 0.10 0.56 0.13 0.03 0.06 1.00
Non-metallic mineral products 0.07 0.13 0.41 0.23 0.06 0.10 1.00
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 0.22 0.23 0.15 0.22 0.06 0.11 1.00
Fabricated metal products 0.18 0.13 0.42 0.14 0.05 0.08 1.00
Machinery 0.18 0.13 0.36 0.17 0.06 0.11 1.00
Electric and electronic equipment 0.19 0.11 0.43 0.13 0.06 0.09 1.00
Transport 0.18 0.18 0.23 0.22 0.06 0.12 1.00
Professional and scientific equipment 0.24 0.11 0.32 0.13 0.08 0.11 1.00
Others 0.37 0.05 0.46 0.08 0.01 0.03 1.00
Notes: R1- the Metropolis, R2- the Northeast, R3-the Coast, R4-the Central, R5- the Northwest, R6-the 















Appended Table B.4Regional shares of value added by manufacturing sectors, 1995 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Total 
Food 0.08 0.08 0.44 0.22 0.05 0.13 1.00
Beverage 0.08 0.09 0.42 0.20 0.05 0.16 1.00
Tobacco 0.06 0.03 0.17 0.22 0.03 0.48 1.00
Textiles 0.10 0.02 0.63 0.17 0.05 0.03 1.00
Apparel and footwear 0.16 0.04 0.67 0.09 0.01 0.02 1.00
Leather 0.08 0.02 0.71 0.14 0.02 0.03 1.00
Wood 0.08 0.19 0.41 0.21 0.03 0.09 1.00
Furniture 0.13 0.07 0.55 0.16 0.04 0.06 1.00
Paper 0.05 0.10 0.50 0.20 0.04 0.10 1.00
Printing 0.19 0.06 0.41 0.16 0.05 0.12 1.00
Chemicals 0.16 0.10 0.44 0.16 0.04 0.10 1.00
Drugs and medicines 0.14 0.11 0.43 0.16 0.05 0.10 1.00
Petroleum 0.15 0.24 0.39 0.16 0.06 0.01 1.00
Rubber 0.14 0.08 0.48 0.17 0.04 0.08 1.00
Plastic 0.08 0.06 0.67 0.12 0.02 0.05 1.00
Non-metallic mineral products 0.06 0.08 0.47 0.24 0.04 0.11 1.00
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 0.21 0.14 0.23 0.21 0.10 0.11 1.00
Fabricated metal products 0.15 0.09 0.53 0.13 0.03 0.07 1.00
Machinery 0.15 0.11 0.44 0.18 0.03 0.09 1.00
Electric and electronic equipment 0.22 0.06 0.53 0.08 0.05 0.06 1.00
Transport 0.25 0.16 0.30 0.17 0.03 0.10 1.00
Professional and scientific equipment 0.27 0.06 0.49 0.09 0.03 0.06 1.00
Others 0.18 0.02 0.73 0.05 0.00 0.01 1.00
Notes: R1- the Metropolis, R2- the Northeast, R3-the Coast, R4-the Central, R5- the Northwest, R6-the 















Appended Table B.5Regional shares of value added by manufacturing sectors, 2000 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Total 
Food 0.08 0.10 0.49 0.20 0.05 0.09 1.00
Beverage 0.09 0.08 0.42 0.18 0.06 0.17 1.00
Tobacco 0.07 0.02 0.20 0.25 0.03 0.43 1.00
Textiles 0.07 0.03 0.68 0.15 0.05 0.03 1.00
Apparel and footwear 0.13 0.03 0.74 0.08 0.01 0.01 1.00
Leather 0.05 0.02 0.80 0.10 0.01 0.02 1.00
Wood 0.09 0.13 0.52 0.18 0.01 0.07 1.00
Furniture 0.17 0.08 0.57 0.12 0.03 0.03 1.00
Paper 0.07 0.05 0.60 0.17 0.04 0.07 1.00
Printing 0.24 0.03 0.41 0.15 0.05 0.12 1.00
Chemicals 0.14 0.08 0.51 0.15 0.04 0.08 1.00
Drugs and medicines 0.14 0.13 0.39 0.16 0.06 0.12 1.00
Petroleum 0.10 0.21 0.40 0.19 0.10 0.01 1.00
Rubber 0.11 0.08 0.58 0.14 0.03 0.06 1.00
Plastic 0.12 0.05 0.68 0.10 0.02 0.03 1.00
Non-metallic mineral products 0.07 0.07 0.49 0.22 0.05 0.09 1.00
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 0.16 0.11 0.31 0.23 0.09 0.12 1.00
Fabricated metal products 0.16 0.06 0.63 0.09 0.02 0.03 1.00
Machinery 0.15 0.08 0.54 0.15 0.03 0.06 1.00
Electric and electronic equipment 0.21 0.04 0.62 0.06 0.02 0.04 1.00
Transport 0.19 0.17 0.32 0.18 0.03 0.11 1.00
Professional and scientific equipment 0.18 0.04 0.64 0.07 0.02 0.05 1.00
Others 0.16 0.01 0.79 0.04 0.00 0.00 1.00
Notes: R1- the Metropolis, R2- the Northeast, R3-the Coast, R4-the Central, R5- the Northwest, R6-the 















0.1Appended Table B.6Regional shares of value added by manufacturing sectors, 2005 
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Total 
Food 0.06 0.10 0.49 0.19 0.07 0.09 1.00
Beverage 0.09 0.08 0.41 0.16 0.06 0.21 1.00
Tobacco 0.10 0.03 0.28 0.25 0.04 0.31 1.00
Textiles 0.04 0.02 0.77 0.11 0.03 0.02 1.00
Apparel and footwear 0.12 0.03 0.78 0.06 0.00 0.01 1.00
Leather 0.04 0.02 0.83 0.08 0.01 0.03 1.00
Wood 0.04 0.12 0.60 0.17 0.02 0.06 1.00
Furniture 0.13 0.07 0.68 0.07 0.01 0.04 1.00
Paper 0.05 0.03 0.67 0.17 0.02 0.05 1.00
Printing 0.18 0.03 0.53 0.15 0.03 0.08 1.00
Chemicals 0.09 0.06 0.59 0.14 0.03 0.09 1.00
Drugs and medicines 0.12 0.11 0.43 0.16 0.06 0.12 1.00
Petroleum 0.10 0.20 0.37 0.21 0.09 0.03 1.00
Rubber 0.09 0.06 0.68 0.12 0.01 0.04 1.00
Plastic 0.11 0.04 0.67 0.10 0.02 0.06 1.00
Non-metallic mineral products 0.07 0.06 0.53 0.22 0.04 0.09 1.00
Ferrous and non-ferrous metals 0.11 0.10 0.40 0.23 0.07 0.09 1.00
Fabricated metal products 0.14 0.04 0.69 0.09 0.01 0.03 1.00
Machinery 0.16 0.08 0.54 0.13 0.03 0.05 1.00
Electric and electronic equipment 0.17 0.02 0.71 0.05 0.01 0.02 1.00
Transport 0.17 0.14 0.40 0.16 0.03 0.10 1.00
Professional and scientific equipment 0.19 0.03 0.66 0.08 0.02 0.03 1.00
Others 0.13 0.01 0.81 0.03 0.00 0.02 1.00
Notes: R1- the Metropolis, R2- the Northeast, R3-the Coast, R4-the Central, R5- the Northwest, R6-the 
Southwest. Source: calculations by the author. 
 
